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Family History Connections

Annual
Luncheon
Date:
Venue:
Time:
Cost:

Sunday 30th May
Box Hill Golf Club
202 Station Street, Box Hill
12.00 noon for 12.30
$50 per head
(drinks at own cost)

Featuring guest speaker Loretta SMITH, on
the life and exploits of Alice ANDERSON.

From the end of the Great War and into the 1920s, Alice Anderson was considered nothing
less than a national treasure. A young woman of ‘rare achievement’ who excelled as a motoring
entrepreneur and inventor, Alice was the only woman in Australia to successfully pull off an almost
impossible feat: establishing the country’s only motor service run entirely by women.

Loretta SMITH has worn many hats over the years: secondary school teacher, adult teacher/trainer, youth
arts worker, research consultant, case manager and team leader in disability, mental health and aged care.
She holds a Bachelor of Education (Creative Arts), Graduate Certificate in Education, Certificate IV in
Training and Assessment and Certificate IV in Frontline Management. She first read of Alice Anderson
in The Unusual Life of Edna Walling (Allen & Unwin 2005). Then one of her aged clients, who had
Alzheimer’s, dropped a bombshell when she mentioned her mother worked as a driver and mechanic
for Alice Anderson. So began her amazing journey researching, studying, writing and promoting Alice
Anderson’s exceptional legacy.

Note* The 2019 and 2020 Alexander Henderson and Don Grant Awards will be presented during the afternoon.
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From the President
Watch this space . . . . . Council have been kept busy last year and into this year
discussing interesting projects to benefit members, particularly in the broad area
of education. There will be more Zoom sessions which have proved very popular
with our members, especially those who are unable to visit the Resource Centre in
Blackburn. Recording these seminars and talks has created a new online resource
which can be accessed time and again. We hope that Interest Group meetings will
be able to take place as normal from March; Starting Out classes can be offered
again; and the Friday In-site classes can resume at the Resource Centre.
One exciting new offering is a new web site which will allow members to store their
own family tree data. We know many of our members want the convenience of an
accessible family tree online. This site will allow members to log on from a computer
anywhere, share their data with other members of their family or add details from
research while they are anywhere in the world. The site will be maintained with
strict security, password protected, safely stored and backed-up daily. It uses proven
family history software that is very easy to use and simple to understand. There will
be no need to re-enter any data from other programs you may use, merely to upload a
gedcom file from your existing program. There are many details still to consider and
privacy and security are our most important concerns. This will be a free service to
our members and we hope to offer it very soon.

Council for 2020-2021
Executive
President

Gail WHITE

Vice Presidents

Carolann THOMSON
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Treasurer

Ron GRIMES

Secretary

Pauline TURVILLE

- Gail White

Responsibilities
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I have often mentioned the benefits and enjoyment of
writing your family history, whether as a book or as short
articles. Writing down anecdotes or stories can help pave
the way to a bigger project. The first line is always the
hardest; don’t think too much, just write one sentence and
you may find that the rest will flow from there. The style is
not important, it should be your voice speaking to the future
generations in your family. Our editor has suggested some
possible topics or themes that you might consider to focus
on in your families: occupations of both men and women,
holiday memories and destinations, coincidences in the
lives of distant relatives, illegitimate children, drownings or
shootings or other accidents, bushfires, houses, education,
family treasures and ephemera. The list is endless and will
vary from member to member. Think of all the things
no-one else remembers, and begin there.
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Magazine
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Gary FITZGERALD
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Wendy BROWN
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Nominations for Council
Do you have the ideas, energy and enthusiasm to help lead Family History
Connections into the future as a relevant, dynamic society? The incoming Council
will be elected at the AGM on April 21st - find out more about the AGM on page 6.
Nominations for the Family History Connections Council 2021-2022 will close on March 31st (3
weeks prior to the AGM)
Nomination forms are available from the Office and FHC website. Council consists of the Executive (as
listed below) and up to 10 Ordinary Councillors.
President
Ensures the proper running of the FHC according to the Rules of Association; chairs the monthly Council meetings and the
Executive meetings, chairs General Meetings, including the Annual General Meeting of members of the FHC; represents the
FHC on various external organisations; provides oversight for the Office Manager on administrative matters.
Vice President (2)
Supports the President as required; may chair Council or Executive meetings in the absence of the President; deputise for the
President as required.
Treasurer
Advises Council on financial matters; prepares a draft annual budget for submission to and approval by the Council; oversees
maintenance of the financial records of the FHC through the Office Manager and provides monthly management reports to
Council; oversees the annual audit and presentation of the Annual Financial Report.
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May OAKLEY

1 May 1898 – 20 June 1955
Robyn Watters
My great Aunt, May OAKLEY was banished from the
OAKLEY family home in 1918 after giving birth exnuptially to a baby she named Bessie.i The split was
complete as baby Bessie was brought up by May’s parents
and not by May herself.ii The effects of her fall from grace
were to last a lifetime as May began her descent into an
unhealthy lifestyle.
Just three days after giving birth to Bessie, May was
caught selling sly grog and earned a substantial fine. One
of her partners in the crime was Victor Clarence EWART
(‘Clarrie’) whom she was later to marry. May used an
alias of ‘Mrs. Ruby EWART’ even though she was not
married at that juncture and it is obvious that May and
Clarrie were attempting to pass as husband and wife.iii In
early 1919, May was before the courts again but was let
off a charge of theft as there was insufficient evidence to
convict her.iv
In 1920 May married her de facto partner Clarriev, a ‘khaki
crim’, one who had served in World War One but disgraced
himself in civilian times.vi The father of her daughter baby
Bessie is unknown but there is obviously a very strong
possibility that Clarrie was the father. May’s lifelong
banishment from the family home and the relinquishing
of her daughter Bessie to the care of her parents, Cornelius
and Dora Madeline OAKLEY (nee McGRATH), may seem
harsh but in the light of the circumstances was apparently
for the best. May’s relationship was not supported by a
wedding ring at the time she gave birth and her partner
Clarrie was leading her astray.
Further examination of the OAKLEY parents’ behaviour
at cutting off their daughter May reveals a twist; a twist
so secret it was almost certainly not known to May or her
eleven OAKLEY siblings. Cornelius and Dora Madeline
were themselves not married when May was born and
indeed, they had six children together before they got
married!vii There was no hasty ‘shotgun’ wedding for the
OAKLEY parents, they waited eleven years to marryviii
after the birth of their first child. This marriage was almost
comical, taking place as it did at a furtive, notorious, noquestions-asked marriage service where wedding rings and
witnesses could be made available on the spotix. A 1903
law allowed their children to be retrospectively legitimizedx.
May would have doubtless made much of this information
if she knew it at the time she was banished and if it
hadn’t reflected on her own ex-nuptial birth. From May’s
parents’ perspective, they wouldn’t have wanted their
daughter to experience the stain and strain that came
from being unwed and having progeny like they did.
In this regard, the OAKLEY parents would have been
disappointed in their offspring. Many of their children
made hasty marriages, precipitated by a baby on the way.
This is not to say that a marriage hadn’t been planned in
6
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May OAKLEY being held by brother Joseph in 1899
Dora Madeline OAKLEY and her six eldest children

any event or that the prospective parents didn’t love each
other but the facts reveal a pattern of urgency amongst
the OAKLEY siblings. May’s brother Joseph also made a
hasty marriage in 1911xi. May’s sister Maud, was pregnant
ex-nuptially and hastily married in 1915 claiming to be
older than she was, possibly to escape the necessary parental
permission required if she was considered a minorxii. May’s
younger brother Robert also hastily married his girlfriend
in 1921xiii. Another younger brother James had a daughter
but didn’t marry her mother as he was already married to
someone elsexiv.
There were twelve OAKLEY siblings. Four were ineligible
to marry due to death or incapacity, leaving eight children
who were able to marry. Five of these made hasty
marriages, leaving three children who married apparently
completely of their own volition. Of those three marriages,
two had a modicum of happinessxv. It is not suggested
that all hasty marriages are unhappy but having to enter a
permanent relationship is a sudden start to adult life.
What happened to May who handed over her daughter
Bessie to her parents to look after? May split from her
husband Clarrie in 1922xvi about four years after giving
birth to Bessie but to the family’s knowledge, she didn’t re-

connect with her parentsxvii. In 1955, May died alone in
Camp Pell, Parkville, Melbourne, in emergency housing for
the poor and her funeral was a pauper’s one. On her death
certificate, her name is misspelt as ‘HEWART’ and her
marital status is ‘widow’. These errors presumably meant
nothing to husband Clarrie who was actually alive and was
to live for another two decades after May’s death.

Reflection
My perspective has changed. I had always thought the
banishment of May was harsh treatment by hypocritical
parents, the latter who weren’t married themselves when
May was born and that taking baby Bessie away from May
was designed as a punishment to her. I now think that
May’s parents didn’t want May to suffer life as an unmarried
mother and that their reason for banishing her was not so
much a moral judgement but disgust at May taking up with
Clarrie, a criminal. Perhaps they did not wanting their
granddaughter Bessie to be part of that cohort.

Volition plays a large part in happy relationships.
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The Annual General Meeting

FHC
NOTICE
• AGM •

The Annual General Meeting of the Australian Institute
of Genealogical Studies (AIGS) Inc, (trading as “Family
History Connections”) will be held on Wednesday April
21st at 7.30pm.
In order to welcome an increased number of participants,
the meeting will be conducted by Zoom. Registration
will be required and an invitation with all other necessary
information will be emailed to members as in 2020.

Index Ongoing
FHC Resources

Two further Volumes of The Genealogist have been
added to the cumulative index which can be consulted
on the FHC website. Volume 9 (1998-2000) and
Volume 10 (2001-2003) are the latest additions,
with the final Volumes awaiting proof reading. The
Index contains personal names mentioned in articles,
cemeteries, ships, various lists and indexes discussed
or detailed, place names (when the information is
plentiful). Entries have been transcribed as published
at the time. Incorrect data entry, where the Index
does not reflect the published pages, should be sent to
the Editor (editor@familyhistoryconnections.org.au)
for consideration.
The hard copies of every issue of the magazine, bound
by Volume, can be found in the Resource Centre. If
you find something in the Index which interests you
and you are unable to visit in person, contact the
Office (info@familyhistoryconnections.org.au) to
arrange for a copy of the entry.
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The resting place of Walter Burley Griffin
Carolann Thomson

Walter Burley GRIFFIN spent the last 15 months of his life
in India with his wife and design partner, Marion Mahony
GRIFFIN, setting up an architectural firm in Lucknow and
producing more than 50 projects between 1935 and 1937.
He died of peritonitis aged 60 on February 11 1937, and was
buried the same day in Lucknow’s Nishatganj Cemetery.
While the news of the restoration of his gravesite was recently in
the news, the resting place of the architect of Canberra has been
the subject of discussion in the past. On the fiftieth anniversary
of Walter Burley GRIFFIN’s death, Graeme WESTLAKE wrote
of the absence of information about the whereabouts of the
grave. He travelled to India on a mission to find it and wrote of
his poignant search in the Lucknow Cemetery, since no written
records seemed to exist.
“Passing through the ramshackle entrance, with its rusting,
listing tin roof, I spent an afternoon poring over row after
row of inscriptions. Although most graves were roughly in
chronological order, there were enough interments years later
than their neighbours to warrant examination of every site.
Furthermore, large sections of the cemetery were overgrown, with
crosses seemingly suspended above massed weeds and disembodied
angels peeping out from banks of lantana, threatening a major
clearing operation should the architect’s remains be hidden therein. After four hours of hopeful scraping away of grass, weeds
and fallen branches from many a grave, I returned to my hotel,
hot, dusty, thirsty and leg-weary, looking forward to a cold beer
followed quickly by a hot shower. That evening, in a pessimistic
frame of mind, for I had begun to think my task a hopeless one,
I called on the Reverend S. MASIH, of the Church of North
India, the Indian equivalent to the Anglican Church, being
responsible for the second burial ground, at Nishatganj. He
welcomed me, listened to my story, then asked how long I would
be in town. My spirits sank, for this implied a lengthy search,
and I had only until the weekend. Nevertheless, he produced
the burial register for the Cantonment cemetery. Nothing,
confirming my earlier impression.

was no headstone,
no cross, no marble
slab — merely a mess
of matted grass. The
architect of Canberra
lies in what is called
there a pauper’s
grave, that is, a
grave unmarked by
headstone or slab. A
gardener confirmed
this for me by digging
his trowel into the
hard-baked mud and
twisted grass, but no
slab lay below the
surface.i
Portrait of Walter Burley Griffin, 1921
National Library of Australia

The suggestion that the unmarked grave was in danger of
being dug upii in order to free up space in the cemetery lead to
discussion of restoration or relocation. $400 was needed for
a headstone and slab, and a further $6000 to rebuild the wall
around the cemetery “to keep out intruders.” The Canberra
division of the Australian American Association accepted
donations for the workiii.
In 2019, Deepak-Raj GUPTA, born in India, was elected to
the ACT parliament. In February 2020 he moved a motion
calling on the ACT government to find better ways to
recognise both Walter Burley GRIFFIN and his wife Marion
Mahony GRIFFINiv. He had been to India in January to a
conference of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association
of India Region in Lucknow and had located the grave, once
more forgotten and overgrown.

Then, “Just a minute”, and he reached for another large register,
containing the burial records for Nishatganj, 1934, 1935,1936,
1937 — eureka! there it was: Walter Burley GRIFFIN, buried
on February 11, 1937, the Reverend Edwin HURN officiating,
cause of death a perforated gall bladder. Most importantly, the
burial certificate he prepared for me revealed the location of the
grave as Plot II No 163.
Early next morning found me at Plot II, where I counted
out the little stone markers indicating the individual
burial plots; 150, 160, then 163, and I grasped why I had
searched in vain before, for to my disappointment there
i

iii

ii

iv

The Canberra Times, Saturday, November 28, 1987
The Canberra Times, Wednesday, December 2, 1987

Deepak-Raj GUPTA at the restored gravesite
January 2020

The Canberra Times, Monday, November 30, 1987
https://citynews.com.au/2020/griffins-forgotten-sad-grave-gets-some-attention/
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The old Kilmore Post office
New headquarters of the Kilmore Historical Society Inc.

Kilmore Historical Society Inc.
There would be few people or organisations that would not have
been pleased to see midnight on 31st December 2020 pass.
What a year we have lived through and it is now part of our
history and for future generations to ponder on as we read about
1918 and the Spanish influenza pandemic; now we have lived
through our own and survived.
Like so many historical societies Kilmore was impacted by the
lockdowns and the slow re-opening, following Covid Safe plans,
restricted numbers and so on. The Kilmore Courthouse is
owned by the State government and managed by a government
appointed Committee of Management which sadly made the
whole experience of lockdown even harder. But for us that is
really in the past.
From 1st January we have a NEW HOME. As of 31st
December we have re-located to the old Kilmore Post Office,
a magnificent 1862 bluestone building operating as the post
and telegraph office for this rural community until 1995. It
commands a great position at the entry to Kilmore on the
corner of Powlett Street and Skehan Place opposite Hudson
Park, having stood sentinel for 159 years and now will house
the records of the town that started with the Rutledge Special
Survey back in 1841.
It has been occupied by several restaurants since its closure as
the Post Office, and like all old buildings, a used building is far
more likely to have been looked after. So what an exciting start
10
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to 2021. We are the sole tenants and have the whole 2 floors to
make our headquarters with security of tenure for at least the next
10 years. The ability to have displays, activities, meetings and so
much more: our imagination runs wild with possibilities.
We commenced our official year on Tuesday 2nd February with
our much delayed Annual General Meeting and Grand Opening.
Saturday 13 and Sunday 14 March 2021 are the dates set for a
GRAND BOOK SALE. Our annual Open House, which we
missed last year, will be held in October during History Month
and other special activities and displays will be organised during
the year as we use the opportunity opened up to us by being in
this great building.
We will continue to open every Tuesday and once settled and
unpacked expect to extend to other opening hours/days. Watch
this space.
2021 is really a new beginning for the Kilmore Historical Society,
one which we are grasping with both hands and a great deal of
enthusiasm. We look forward to welcoming you.
We can always be contacted via our Facebook page, website:
www. kilmorehistory.info or email : kilmorehistoricalsociety@
gmail.com. Or visit us at 2 Powlett Street, Kilmore.

The Cataraqui, Australia’s largest civilian
maritime disaster
Including a transcription by Maureen GIBBS
The Cataraqui was built in Canada and purchased and
registered in Liverpool, England by SMITH & Sons, for the
purpose of transporting assisted emigrants to Port Phillip.
The vessel also appears in early records as Cataraque. (The
alternative is said to originate from a French transliteration
of the word Katerokwi, a First Nations name for the area
now known as Kingston, Ontario). On 20 April 1845, the
ship sailed from Liverpool under the command of Captain
Christopher FINLAY. The ship’s manifest on departure
included 369 emigrants and 41 crew (410 total, including
the captain). The voyage was uneventful apart from the loss
of a crew member overboard. By the time the vessel neared
Australia, five babies had been born and six had died.i
(Transcription begins)
DREADFUL SHIPWRECK
Wreck of the Cataraqui Emigrant Ship, 800 Tons, 414 Lives
Lost.ii
By yesterday’s overland mail from Port Phillip, we received
Melbourne papers, containing the following melancholy
account of the dreadful fate of the Cataraqui –
On Saturday morning, Mr. GUTHRIE, the chief mate of
this unfortunate vessel arrived in Melbourne, in the Midge,
bringing the melancholy intelligence of the wreck of the
Cataraqui, emigrant ship, from Liverpool to Port Phillip, with
the total destruction of all on board with the exception of nine.
The following are the particulars of this disastrous event - On
the night of Sunday the 3rd August, at seven in the evening the
vessel was hove to under close reefed topsail and staysail; from
the reckoning it was supposed the vessel was in longitude 151º
22, and latitude 39º 15 south. At half past four the following
morning, the vessel struck upon a reef off King’s Island, but for
three quarters of an hour previous the vessel had been running
before the wind. When the vessel struck the land was not
visible, it was excessively dark, and the waves began to break
over the vessel sweeping the decks and washing of [sic] many off
[sic] the passengers who were unable to maintain their footing.
The vessel was sounded and there were four feet [of ] water
in the hold. The passengers were now got on deck with great
exertion, but unable to maintain there [sic] footing there they
were swept off by the violence of the waves. At first the crew
prayed the Captain to cut away the masts, but he replied that
he would not, and would keep every rag of canvas spread, as
that was their only chance of getting the ship over the reef, and
this he did but the helm and the mizen mast went, and then
the foremast, and lastly the main mast broke, and the crew
were compelled to cut it away.
The Captain now cried, “My lads go below and get hold of
as many coils of rope as possible, and we will try and get it
on shore, if once we had it fastened there we could all haul
ourselves on shore.” Five or six of the bravest went below, and

Wreck of the emigrant ship Cataraqui on King’s Island, 1845
(State Library of Victoria)

at the imminent peril of their lives succeeded in getting up
four coils of rope; the cargo was unshipped and rolling about,
threatening to crush these brave fellows. The last in the hold,
a boy named BLACKSTOCK, would have been smashed but
for a black man who threw him a rope, the ladder having been
locked away.
Every effort to get the rope fastened on shore was unaviling
[sic], and the crew were compelled to abandon it in despair.
The shrieks of the women and children were at this time
most awful, most of them were drowned in their berths [sic],
a few who got on deck were washed away almost instantly.
The Captain encouraged his men, telling them to keep up
their hearts and that they would all get on shore; but as
time wore on all prepared for death. As a forlorn hope the
Captain allowed the main mast to be cut away in hopes that
the vessel would right, but all to no purpose, and all having
now been done that human ingenuity could effect and there
appearing no chance of the vessel righting or drifting over the
reef, and the sea breaking over the wreck in all directions, the
passengers and crew abandoned all hope of being able to do
anything further, and for their safety clung to the wreck in
final despair.
The awful situation of these poor creatures can hardly be
conceived. About one half their number had already perished,
the remainder were clinging to anything which offered to
keep them from being washed away by the fury of the waves.
Daylight arrived but gave them no hope of escape; indeed
it only served to show them their horrible position. Several
attempts were made to get out the boats but to no purpose,
nothing could live in such a sea. At noon the vessel parted
midships, and nearly a hundred were drowned at this time.
The remaining portion of the survivors still clung to the
remainder of the wreck, and every assistance was given them
to hold on. They continued during the remainder of the
night clinging to the portions of the wreck that still remained,
Continued over page>
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The Cataraqui...
Continued from page 9

A party of eight of the crew, including Mr. GUTHRIE, and
one emigrant, (nine in number) were washed on shore; they
are not themselves aware of the manner in which they were
saved, having been insensible at the time. One of the number,
named BLACKSTOCK, already alluded to, relates that on
the Monday night he was sitting on the anchor, holding on
along with another boy, named ROBERTSON, at this time
there were about twenty-five on the wreck, who had given up
all hopes of being saved, and sat calmly awaiting their fate.
BLACKSTOCK and his companion were at one time during
the night washed off the anchor, but by a wonderful exertion,
BLACKSTOCK regained his position, and stooping down drew
his companion again on the anchor. He had not been up more
than five minutes when he died, and BLACKSTOCK pushed
him down into the water again. Soon after the sea washed
the bowsprit away, and it could no longer afford them any
protection, all of them laying hold of whatever spars came their
way, trusted themselves to the water.
Nine only out of the whole number succeeded in reaching the
shore, and some of them were terribly bruised on the rocks. A
case of fowl and a bottle of brandy had drifted on shore from
the wreck, and this was equally divided amongst them. Several
old blankets were found, and they proceeded to the bush and
lay down. The Captain had been of opinion that it was the
mainland near Cape Otway, and the survivors were afraid
of being taken by the natives. When they saw the fire of Mr.
HOWEY’s party, they thought it was made by the natives, and
they approached cautiously, until they recognised those around
the fire to be white men. As soon as Mr. HOWEY’s party
perceived them, they were glad to see them, and did everything
for them in their power. They were nearly perishing with hunger
and cold, until relieved by Mr. HOWEY and a party of sealers,
and on Sunday the 7th instant they were picked up by the Midge
and landed at this place about 10 o’clock on Saturday last.

King Island
(www.kingisland.org.au/maritime-trails/)

holding on by ropes and lashed to the wreck. During the night
many were washed off or dropped dead through exhaustion,
and when daylight once more arrived, there were not more than
twenty-five left about the wreck. As the morning advanced the
sea was making a clean sweep over the remaining portion of the
wreck, and it rapidly broke up. The survivors hung helplessly
to the wreck until it parted into fragments, and they found a
watery grave.
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In conclusion, every person speaks highly of the conduct of
the officers; they were all able and brave, and the Captain is
particularly regretted. There was some ill feeling between him
and the Doctor, but what it originated in we have not heard.
The only fault the Captain committed was not laying to until
daylight; but it appears he thought he was close to Port Phillip
and wished to get up to Hobson’s Bay with daylight on the
Monday, and this caused him to run during the night with a
good look-out; it was evident he mistook his position, as he died
under the impression that he had been wrecked on the mainland.
The last words he was heard to utter were, “God grant that some
one may be saved to tell the tale.” Captain FINLAY was of Scots
extraction, but born in Dublin, where he has left a wife and two
children to regret his loss. (transcription ends)
The tragic loss of the Cataraqui off King Island in 1845 was
extensively detailed in newspapers of the day. Correspondence
between the owners of the vessel and the Colonial Emigration
Boardiii referred to the newspaper reports and expressed
confidence in the Captain and Officers.

Sir,
It is our painful duty to communicate to you, for the
information of Her Majesty’s Land and Emigration
commissioners, the total loss of the ship Cataraque, Captain
FINLAY; and we grieve to add, that out of the entire number
of passengers and crew, only one of the former and eight of the
latter were saved. The accounts which appear in the papers,
and which you have no doubt seen, correspond in every
particular with those which have been transmitted to us, and
render it unnecessary for us to detail them. The Cataraque was
only 100 days out when this melancholy loss occurred. The
emigrants were all in excellent health, and five infants only
had died during the voyage. We are informed that the reef of
rocks on which she struck is a most fearful one, rendering it
impossible for any vessel which unhappily was driven on them
to escape destruction in a gale of wind. Captain FINLAY
was a well-educated, steady and experienced person, who was
strongly recommended to us by his former employers, Messrs.
BROOKE & WILSON, of this town. Both the first and
second mates were also steady, experienced men, fully qualified
for the duties they undertook.
Deeply regretting the melancholy nature of this communication,
We have, &c.
(signed) W. Smith & Sons.
David Howie, who rescued survivors of the Cataraqui shipwreck
(Tasmanian Archives PH30/1/4595)

Emotive poems were published in the Launceston papers
including one by S.P BILLiv which began:
T’was a night of stern horror--the storm-king was shrieking—
And the white frothy sea in commotion ran high;
Loud roar’d the huge tempest, in thunder-tones speaking,
— All warring tumultous — earth, ocean, and sky.
….and continued in a similar vein for a further fifteen verses.
Another originated in Sydneyv and began:
Four weary days the noble barque
Had borne on gallantly;
Nor sun nor friendly star to mark
Her course upon the sea.
The wished for land !
how hundreds gazed—
Piercing the musky air;
And many hearts to Heaven up-raised,
Breath’d forth a silent prayer.
…before a further six verses described the tragic end.

Archibald J. Campbell & Field Naturalists Club of Victoria (1887).
Photograph - Cataraqui Shipwreck Memorial, King Island, 1887. (Museum Victoria)

Continued over page>
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Plaque on Tasmanian Seafarers Memorial at Triabunna
New plaque

A memorial tablet was commissioned and sent to Australia.vi
WRECK OF THE “CATARAQUI.”
The tablet executed by Messrs. LANGLANDS and Co.,
in commemoration of the unfortunate sufferers by the illfated Cataraqui, will be shipped in a few days for its ultimate
destination. As a piece of workmanship, this tablet is highly
creditable to Messrs. LANGLANDS and Co. It is intended to
be fixed in an upright position, is about two feet eight inches
in width, and six feet in height. On either side is a handsome
Gothic column of fourteen inches in diameter, with a projecting
cornice of one inch and a quarter. The whole is of iron, and the
inscription in raised letters, projecting about a quarter of an inch
from the surface, is as follows opposite.
A modern tribute to the Cataraqui is among many others on the
public memorial to all those lost at sea in Tasmanian waters. The
memorial comprises individual commemorative plaques for each
maritime tragedy involving recreational, commercial, mercantile
or naval vessels and personnel lost since 1803 and can be found
on the waterfront at Triabunnavii.
i

MEMORIAL of the
Total Wreck of the Emigrant Ship “CATARAQUI,”
(From Liverpool to Port Phillip, C. W. Finlay, Master.)
On these Reefs, August 4th, 1845.
Of four hundred and eight souls on board, but nine survived, The Chief
Mate, Thomas Guthrey, seven sailors and one emigrant, Solomon Brown.
This memorial records and deplores the loss of the Master, C. W. Finlay,
Surgeon Superintendent, C. Carpenter,
Assistant Surgeon, Edward Carpenter,
and Twenty-seven Officers and men of the ship’s company,
Of sixty-two emigrant families, comprising 313 souls
Of unmarried female emigrants 33,
Of unmarried male emigrants 23,
In all three hundred and ninety-nine souls.
This tablet erected at the instance of the Local Government of Port
Phillip.
R. LANGLANDS & Co., P. P. Foundry.

Wikipedia.org.au
Transcribed by Maureen GIBBS from The Examiner & Commercial Journal, (Launceston, Tas.) 17 September, 1845
iii
www.theshipslist.com/accounts/cataraque.html. A list of passengers including names, ages and parishes can also be found at this website.
iv
The Cornwall Chronicle (Launceston, Tas.), Saturday 17 January 1846, p44
v
The Sydney Morning Herald, republished in The Launceston Examiner, Saturday 14 March 1846, p8
ii

vi

The Cornwall Chronicle (Launceston, Tas.) Saturday 9 May 1846, p354

vii

http://seafarersmemorial.org.au/memorials/vessels/cataraqui.php
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Regional Sunday Schools
Author unknown

The following list of Sunday School Superintendents in the Bendigo area was taken from a list
handwritten on the back of old account book pages, found in a book at a garage sale. There is no
date or detail to identify the compiler, however Mr WEBSTER was Superintendent at Eaglehawk
West Methodist Sunday School before 1904. Senator James Hiers MCCOLL was Superintendent of
St Andrew’s Presbyterian Sunday School for 35 years to some time between 1912 and 1917.

Name

Address

Church

Donimination

ANDERSON, G H

Eaglehawk

Eaglehawk

Baptist

BARNARD, G

White Hills

White Hills

Baptist

BERRY, B J

Sub Treasury

St Luke’s

CoE

BISHOP, S P

C/o T C WATTS, View Street

Forest Street

Baptist

BURSTON, B J

Reginald Street

St Paul’s

CoE

CARRINGTON, J, Rev

Eaglehawk

St Peter’s

CoE

CARRINGTON, J, Rev

Eaglehawk

St Jude’s

CoE

CARTER, J

Kangaroo Flat

Kangaroo Flat

Methodist

COLLETT, E H

C/o Myers

Forest Street

Methodist

COLLINS, F

Lyttleton Terrace

Temperance Hall

Church of Christ

Eaglehawk

Presbyterian

Eaglehawk East

Methodist

CUNNINGHAM, W R, Rev
DAVEY, W J

Eaglehawk

DAVIS, T

Charleston Road

CoE

DEAN

Neale Street

Neale Street

Presbyterian

DINGFELDER, C

Bridge Street

Bridge Street

Methodist

DON, C

Happy Valley

Golden Square

Presbyterian

EDDY, T

Chum Street

Specimen Hill

Methodist

EDWARDS, J B

Pall Mall

Quarry Hill

Methodist

ELLIS, T

McIntyre Street, Long Gully

McIntyre Street

Methodist

FOOT, F

Forest Street

Hargreaves Street

Baptist

FRISWELL

C/o Mr GITTINS

Hallam Street

CoE

GHINN, W

Forest Street

Trades Hall

Brethren

HOCKING, P

Carpenter Street

Calvin Street

Undenom

JENKIN

Epsom

Epsom

Methodist

JENKINS

Golden Gully

Golden Gully

Methodist

LEGGO, Percy

C/o H M LEGGO & Co

Dowling Street

Methodist

Rowan Street

Lutheran

Kangaroo Flat

CoE

LEYPOLDT, Rev Pastor
LIENHOP

Kangaroo Flat

McCOLL, Senator

St Andrew’s

Presbyterian

MILLER, A T

C/o JONES MILLER & Co

White Hills

Methodist

MITCHELL, E H

Arnold Street

Arnold Street

Methodist

MOORHEAD, J

View Street

Ironbark

Methodist

NICHOLSON, R

Wade Street, Golden Square

Diamond Hill

Methodist

PETERS, J

Upper Road, Long Gully

Wilson Street

Methodist

PIERCE

Grammar School

All Saint’s

CoE

POAD, W

Tailings Street, California Gully

California Gully

Methodist

RAINBOW, C

Mail Office

St Matthew’s

CoE

RAWLINGS, E

Reginald Street

Retreat Road

Methodist

REEVES, G

Mt Korong Road

California Hill

Methodist

RIPPER, J

Rowan Street

Rowan Street

Methodist

North Bendigo

CoE

RUNTING
SAUNDERS, R

High Street

Golden Square

Methodist

SPARKMAN, G

Hamlet Street

Quarry Hill

Baptist

STILWELL, C R

Williamson Street

A.N.A. Hall

Brethren

STREADER, A

High Street

Wade Street

Church of Christ

TURNBULL, J

Hargreaves Street

McKenzie Street

Methodist

WAGSTAFF, P

Golden Square

St Mark’s

CoE

WEARNE, T

Mt Korong Road

Moonta

Undenom

WEBSTER, J H

Eaglehawk

Eaglehawk West

Methodist

WRIGHT, W

Independent Office

St John’s

Presbyterian

(blank)

Kangaroo Flat

Presbyterian

(blank)

Big Hill

Presbyterian

(blank)

Bendigo

Salvation Army

(blank)

Golden Square

Salvation Army
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Forgotten Treasures in the Resource Centre
Gail White

LOG OF LOGS
We all have ancestors who arrived by ship, unless they
emigrated to Australia in the twentieth century. It is wonderful
when you can find on which ships your families sailed, mainly
through passenger lists and newspaper articles, particularly if
they were cabin passengers, not so often if they were in steerage.
You can also find articles sometimes about the voyage, thankyou letters to the captain by grateful passengers, some not-sograteful complaints as well. In the British Newspaper Archive
you may also find advertisements for the ship before it set sail,
advertising for passengers and touting the spaciousness and
cleanliness of the ship.
The next step is to find contemporary accounts of life on board
the ships, and there is a list of recommended books at the end of
this article. However, the very best discovery is of a diary or log
that was written on the same voyage as your family. They may
even rate a mention. How to find these treasures?
The Log of Logs compiled by Ian NICHOLSON is the
answer. There are three volumes in the set, and it is necessary
to consult all three to look your ships. It is also available on
CD, but more on that later. What is the Log of Logs? The
subtitle says it all really; a catalogue of logs, journals, shipboard
diaries, letters, and all forms of voyage narratives, 1788 to
1988, for Australia and New Zealand and surrounding oceans.
Ian consulted a long list of repositories, including libraries,
museums, family history societies and archives in Australia and
overseas, particularly England.
Ian lists the ships in alphabetical order and with the date of the
voyage. Many ships did multiple voyages to Australia, so you
need to check the year carefully. This is a typical entry taken
from Volume One (he uses many abbreviations):
SAMUEL BODDINGTON, ship, 669t, Ed. Noakes: Lon,
1.9 – Cork – Melb, 14.1/ 1841-42 + Diary by Joseph Wilson *
LTL, MS 11206 / with immigrants.
I think most of that entry is understandable, but if not, there is
a list of abbreviations and symbols at the front of each volume.
Browsing through Volume Three for this article, I also found
that Ian has a long list of topics, such as Collisions at Sea, and in
Harbour; and some Near-Misses; Crossing the Line Ceremony;
Improper Conduct Afloat; Marriages at Sea; Quarantine &
Epidemics on Passage; Schooling at Sea. There are dozens and
dozens in the list, both straightforward and bizarre. I have made
a complete list and attached it to the inside of Volume 3.
Between the three volumes I have found three diaries written
on voyages on which my ancestors sailed. The example above is
in the State Library of Victoria (LTL refers to the old La Trobe
Library) in the Manuscripts Collection, so I was able to view it.
The bonus was that my ancestor rated a mention when she gave
birth on board the ship. These diaries can give you a wonderful
insight into life on board the long voyages.
16
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CONVICTS OF THE PORT PHILLIP DISTRICT
Port Phillip District was the original name for what became
the present state of Victoria in Australia and was known as
this from 1802 to 1851. The first Europeans to enter the bay
were the crews of HMS Lady Nelson in 1802, commanded
by John MURRAY, followed by Matthew FLINDERS on
the HMS Investigator a few weeks later. Expeditions into
the Bay took place in 1803 to establish the first settlement
in Victoria, near Sorrento, but this was abandoned within
a year. However, thirty years later, settlers from Tasmania
returned to establish Melbourne.
Although there was no direct transportation of convicts
to Port Phillip, convicts were brought into the colony by
various means at various times. Migrants from Tasmania
were many of Melbourne’s earliest settlers and they
brought their assigned convicts with them. And much
of Melbourne’s early beginnings – buildings, roads, water
cartage and general municipal work – was a direct result of
the efforts of convict labour imported from Sydney.
Keith CLARKE’s book, written in 1999, Convicts of the
Port Phillip District, contains all the information about these
convicts in Victoria. Apart from giving a history of the convict
system, the book is a compilation of 3,700 convicts who
were in the Port Phillip settlement before 1850. Set out in
table format, there are long lists which include the following
information: name of the convict, ship of transportation, trial
and conviction, sentence, release, occupation and crime and
more. He covers the various convict settlements in Victoria
including Sullivan’s Bay (Sorrento), Western Port, and the Port
Phillip Settlement.
This book can be found in the Resource Centre in the
CONVICTS – VICTORIA section at 365 CLA. The
section that contains all the books on convicts (particularly
strong for Tasmanian convicts) is on the immediate righthand side of the passage leading to the office.
Information above taken from the Gould Genealogy blog
Genealogy & History News. www.gouldgenealogy.com

Letter from England
Peter Bennett

pkbennett@btinternet.com

….and still Covid is with us, and we are going to have it
around for quite a while. My sympathies to those who
have suffered its effects and hopes that the rest of us can
stay free until we are rescued by a vaccine. As I write
England seems to be getting ever deeper into it.
Thanks to the wonders of technology I am still able
to ‘attend’ meetings and there have been some very
interesting online presentations. It is the one bright spot
among all the gloom.
As I have mentioned before, the release of new online
resources has slowed. Perhaps it’s time to reassess our
own research over the years rather than trying to add a
new twig to the family tree, although I still live with the
wish that one day I will find the baptism of my ancestor
Henry BENNETT, somewhere in England, in the 1760s.
There are a few more items this quarter which might have
provided the answer, but alas have failed to do so. You
will certainly read about it when it happens!
Last time I mentioned that Ancestry now has the
Westminster parish register collection, which had been on
Findmypast. It now transpires that the latter now only has
their indexed transcriptions, while the images with their
own indexes are now on Ancestry. It is good to have a
second set of indexes, but you will have to look to Ancestry
for the original entry. There have been other changes
too. The registers of Anglican parishes in Wales have for
some time only been on Findmypast. That arrangement
has clearly come to an end, for you will now find them
on Ancestry, TheGenealogist and MyHeritage. It is my
understanding that they all rely on the same transcriptions,
but a search might still bring up different results.
To move away from parish registers for a while,
Ancestry now have a collection of Poor Law records
from Bedfordshire. They run from 1835 to 1914, and
have records from the Ampthill, Bedford, Biggleswade,
Leighton Buzzard, Luton, St. Neots and Woburn
unions. Ancestors in these records will have often been
at the bottom of the social scale, but there are plenty of
applications for clerks and the like too, so do not be put
off by the thought that these are only the poor.
Ancestry have also added some Scottish records recently.
There is a small (under 4,000) collection of deeds, from
the Scottish Indexes site. There are so few, that it seems
best for people to search directly on Scottish Indexes,

www.scottishindexes.com where you will get the full
range of their indexes. For anyone with Scottish ancestry,
this is a very useful site. Many more Scottish records
come in the form of asylum admission registers, 1858 to
1918, some 76,000 records. These are also from Scottish
Indexes and are presumably similar to the lunacy patient’s
admission registers 1846 to 1912, also on Ancestry.
I have mentioned the Royal Air Force operations records
books which TheGenealogist has been releasing in 2020.
They have added a further 1.8 million records recently, with
more to come, so for those researching Second World War air
crew it will be worth rechecking this site from time to time.
The online cemetery site, Deceased Online, www.
deceasedonline.com has added records from Streatham
Cemetery, in the London Borough of Lambeth. It opened
in 1893 and some 118,000 records to 2014 are available.
They also have three cemeteries from Exeter, those for
Exwick, Topsham and the Higher Cemetery, ranging from
1856 to 2019, and a little over 100,000 burials.
Findmypast also have more Devon cemeteries. They
have added 19,000 entries from Plymouth and Tavistock,
although almost all are from Tavistock, dating from
1834 to 1995. There is a batch of over 90,000 records
from nine Birmingham cemeteries too, ranging in date
from 1874 to 2016. However, these are index entries
only, courtesy of Midland Ancestors from whom you can
purchase an image of an entry.
And more burials, this time some 678,000 records from
Nottinghamshire, dating from 1569 to 1905. And even
more Nottinghamshire baptisms, over 850,000 records
from 1538 to 1980. Both of these are transcriptions from
the Nottinghamshire Family History Society. There are
Nottinghamshire collections on Ancestry too, but theirs
are also transcriptions. I do not know how much they
overlap, but anyone researching in those counties will
obviously want to check both.
Findmypast have added some baptisms and burials from
Northamptonshire recently. Transcripts again, but they
could prove useful for those who have missing people
from Ancestry’s records for the county, which are the
original registers and a much larger collection.
Continued over page>
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Letter from England
Continued from page 15

Returning to Scotland, Findmypast have some early
census transcriptions for Ayrshire. They cover returns
from 1801 to 1831 and although there are only some
5,000 entries, bear in mind that these returns only record
the name of the head of the household. The indexes were
compiled by the Ayrshire Family History Society.
And an offering from Ireland, or what we now call
Northern Ireland to be precise. Findmypast have 23
directories for the province, from 1890 to 1948. These
are scans of the originals and you can search by name or
browse a volume.
Anyone searching for people in Eastbourne from 1858
to 1931 will want to check the index to the ‘Eastbourne
Gazette’ compiled by Eastbourne Family History Society.
There are over 230,000 entries in this index, and the
town being a popular seaside resort you are going to get
people from all over the country. There are even 415
entries which include ‘Australia’, doubtless recording the
life events of people who left Eastbourne and that part of
Sussex over the years.
It is always good to discover some resources away from
the big providers and I have a couple this time. ‘Cake
and Cockhorse’, the journal of the Banbury Historical
Society, has been published since 1959 and has a huge
number of articles. There is a lot of information on north
Oxfordshire and surrounds. The society has now put
all editions of the journal onto their website where you
can search at will: www.banburymuseum.org/about-us/
banbury-historical-society/ Each volume has name and
place indexes to make the job easier.
Amberley is a small village south of Stroud in
Gloucestershire. In the 1840s the rector, Rev.
BLACKWELL, turned to photography and photographed
many of the people in the parish. His albums are now
at Gloucestershire Record Office, but the images have
been scanned and can be viewed online. You can see
them at www.amberley.org.uk/about-amberley/blackwellalbums/category/12-blackwell-albums. At present the
photographs are not named but it is expected that there
will be indexes available shortly. Quite a goldmine for
those with ancestors from Amberley.
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And last, a newly published family history which
has come my way. Carmen CALLIL has published
‘Oh Happy Day’, the story of her Leicestershire and
Lincolnshire families of Lacey, Brooks and Conquest.
There is a huge amount of detail about the lives of these
framework knitters, boatmen and general labourers,
with a convict thrown in. The main towns involved
are Market Harborough, Leicester and Boston, before
the enforced move to Sydney, and there is a lot of
background information on the way these places dealt
with Carmen’s underclass ancestors. If you have people
from these Midland counties the book will give you a
very good flavour of the lives of the inhabitants, with
much on both ends of society. Even better, an extensive
bibliography for further reading.
On that note I will sign off, and wish you all good
searching, and in the hope that next time there will be
better general news.

Bendigo Diggings
David Cotton

(Locked out but still looking for some keys to mysteries Feb 2021. An overview of some research by Bendigo Family
History Group whilst Covid-restricted. Most of this activity has been accomplished from members at home.)
Problem 1:
SIMERSALL. A very unusual surname that we have not yet
nailed down to any particular locality anywhere in the world.
We are seeking the parents of Joseph James SIMERSALL
d1934 Adelaide. He m1903 Edith TOZER in Bendigo.
His marriage certificate from the Methodist Free Church in
Garsed St says he was aged 23 and born Sydney NSW. This
church was often used as a place for convenient marriages.
He was a tram driver. Joseph and Edith had 5 children in
Bendigo before moving to Adelaide c1911 where they had 3
more. Joseph appears to wander. The Argus (12 Oct 1906)
cited him charged at Koondrook with not supporting an
illegitimate child. The Riverina Herald (9 October 1907)
had him as a bargemaster on the Murray River when a crew
member fell overboard and was killed. Joseph was in the
Bendigo hospital on 11 March 1908 with abrasions to left
leg and thigh but with no information as to how he was
injured. He joined 1st AIF in 1915 and stated he was aged
37 and born in Sydney. When he died in 1934 he was said
to be 59, so from various sources he was born between 1875
and 1880. We have tried various spellings and cannot find
any SIMERSALL entries in UK Freebdm index from 1840

Problems solved or still under consideration:

Life in Long Gully. We looked for (and found)
booklets written by the late George ELLIS about life in
Long Gully Sandhurst (Bendigo). Books were sent to
WA. Many descendants of Cornish miners went to the
West Australian goldfields.

We investigated John Horatio BUSST, b1909
Bendigo. He was leading a campaign to save the Great
Barrier Reef in Queensland. He was son of Horatio
Samuel BUSST and Emily Kate WOODWARD. His
father was the Chairman of Bendigo Building Society
1914-1936, a forerunner of Bendigo Bank.

Life in Golden Square in 1920’s. Researchers
helped paint a literal picture of life in Golden Square in
1920’s including the Night Cart man eating a Cornish
pie flavoured with Leggos tomato sauce and early motor
cars hitting trees to avoid horse drawn taxis going home
from ‘the pub’. That’s 100 years ago and few of our
grandchildren know what we are talking about!

to 1890. When he married in 1903 he said his father was
also Joseph James SIMERSALL. His mothers name is hard
to read but could be Augustina Atelice GWENTINJUST.
Problem 2:
BOLAND is a very common surname and proving hard to
link the right descendant with the right ancestor. William
Whittingham BOLAND born c1858 Durham UK
married Frances COLE in UK. They migrated and had
children in Victoria, James b1887, Victoria May b1894
and Sylvester b1899. Frances d1911 Bendigo aged 50.
William remarried in 1911 to Ethel May PAYNTING.
They had children: William b1911, Lorna b1912 and
Ruby b1915. Sylvester served in 1st AIF and married
in 1919 in UK to Rachel Scott BROWN. He died in
Geelong in 1965 and Rachel died in 1969. Some known
associated names are McINESS, CLAPP, BROOKS,
CAZALY, HAGARTY, HIBBS and ROSIWALD.


Irish accents. William MALONEY and Mary
(unknown) married in Ireland c1830. Their son Paul
Robert MALONEY m1859 Ellen LEADER in Victoria,
and they had children around Inglewood/Dunolly between
1860/70. The quest is to find the surname of Mary. Various
indexes have TIE or FOY or TOY but we believe a nice Irish
accent would tell us how to pronounce TIGHE!! Mary
MALONEY (TIE) died at Winters Flat Castlemaine in
1876. We think she arrived in Tasmania as a convict in May
1851. Her husband William came as a convict in 1841.

The FOPOCO Dance Band was active in
Bendigo c1926/1938. Who were the members? What does
‘FOPOCO’ stand for? We know that they played at the
Deniliquin Golf Club Annual Ball in 1936. This was the
era of the Charleston and we think the ‘CO’ may stand for
Cabaret Orchestra. They are mentioned on 14 March 1929
along with many other music groups in a Commonwealth
Court of Conciliation and Arbitration case Musicians Union
of Australia v J C Williamson. The address given for a
FOPOCO dance is c/ Sec ANA Hall Bendigo. Are there any
flappers of the 1930s out there who remember them?
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A Mariner’s Mischances
Dan Cerchi

The core of this story are extracts from Reminiscences
James William ROBINSON, a typescript held at the
Archives Office of Tasmania1. Reminiscences was handwritten by ROBINSON in 1904, when he was 80 years
old. The original notes were subsequently typed, resulting
in a typescript of 174 double-spaced foolscap pages.
Reminiscences deals primarily with ROBINSON’s long
career at sea as the master of several whaling and trading
ships. ROBINSON occasionally digresses to include other
ventures such as his experiences in gold mining in Victoria
and tin mining in Tasmania. Unlike his extraordinary
career at sea, where he never “lost” a ship, ROBINSON’s
mining ventures were less than successful.
The Early Discovery Of Gold In Victoria.
The following discussion does not attempt to
comprehensively address the discovery of gold in Victoria,
James FLETT has done that. Rather, it attempts to
show the unfolding of the news of the several discoveries,
particularly at Clunes and Mount Alexander, around the
time of James ROBINSON’s visits to Victoria in the latter
half of 1851. Much of the material is purposefully taken
from the newspapers of the time just as the inhabitants of
the colony would have read of the events overtaking them.
One of the events which has significantly shaped world
history was the discovery of gold in California which
triggered one of the most extraordinary mass migrations in
human history2. However long before gold was discovered
in California, it had been discovered in New South Wales
during 1823 and in what is now Victoria, but what was
then the Port Phillip District of New South Wales, during
the early 1840s. These discoveries were either insignificant
or were suppressed for a variety of reasons. While some of
the discoverers kept the good fortune to themselves, others
had their findings suppressed by their employers or by
government officials. In 1849 the policy began to change
when Governor FITZROY of New South Wales advocated
the exploitation of that colony’s mineral resources to the
Colonial Office. The subsequent “discoveries” of gold now
had official support3.
Early in 1851 two gold-seekers who had been to the
Californian goldfields returned to Australia on the same
ship. Each was to have a profound impact on the future
of Australia. One was Edward Hammond HARGRAVES
who very quickly after his return tried his recently acquired
prospecting skills in the Bathurst-Orange district of New
South Wales where gold had been found as early as 1823.
Some insignificant finds were made on Summer Hill
Creek on 12 February 1851. HARGRAVES withdrew
for a time but his partner, John LISTER, continued the
search with some mates. Early in May 1851 the group
told HARGRAVES that they had found gold in payable
quantities on Summerhill Creek near its junction with
the Macquarie River. HARGRAVES took the find to
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the Colonial Secretary who proclaimed the discovery on
14 May 1851. The news broke in Victoria when it was
reported in the Argus of 20 May 18514. Over the next few
months goldfields named Ophir, Turon, and Havilah were
to excite the population of Victoria, enticing many to travel
northwards in pursuit of a fortune. What also happened
was that there was a raised awareness of the possibility of
gold also being found in Victoria and many of those who
remained behind were soon scratching around in creek beds
and examining quartz outcrops.
The other of the returning gold-seekers who was to make
history was James William ESMOND who continued
his voyage to Victoria. Like HARGRAVES, ESMOND
did not discover gold but with impeccable timing was the
first to demonstrate the viability of a prior discovery. The
first discoveries of gold in Victoria occurred in the Plenty
Ranges to the east of Melbourne, in the vicinity of present
day Warrandyte, during 1841-2, but after a minor official
investigation nothing else was heard of this find. In 1849
the Port Phillip Gazette reported that gold had (again)
been found5. The next discovery of gold occurred in 1845
at Black Hill, Ballarat, by George INNESS, known as
“The King of the Splitters”. INNESS kept his find secret,

although not entirely so as it proved6. Several years later a
discovery was made by a shepherd near Navarre and again
the discovery was concealed although it was eventually
brought to the attention of the Superintendant of the Port
Phillip District, Charles LA TROBE7. The next discovery,
by Thomas CHAPMAN a shepherd on the Glen Mona run
of MCNEILL and HALL, occurred at Daisy Hill (Amherst)
late in 1848. A small rush occurred before the news
reached Melbourne where it caused a sensation. The police
arrived and ordered the diggers off the field. Surprisingly
they left and all was quiet for a while. ESMOND was
living near this find at the time but did not join the rush as
he thought it was a hoax8. Shortly afterwards he sailed to
California to try his luck there. During his absence another
find was made in Victoria, one that was to lead to his
enduring reputation as the discoverer of gold in Victoria.
William CAMPBELL, licensee of the Strathlodden run,
found some specimens on the property of his neighbour,
Donald CAMERON of Clunes. This find occurred during
March 1850 but was kept (relatively) secret at the time for
fear of the damage that would occur to CAMERON’s run.
After HARGRAVES’ find in New South Wales had
been proclaimed and the general population of the
newly proclaimed Colony of Victoria was in uproar
as a consequence, a committee of prominent men was
established in Melbourne on 9 June 1851 and offered a
reward for the discovery of gold within 200 miles (320
km) of Melbourne9. The motivation was to counter the
detrimental economic impact of the discovery of gold in
New South Wales which compounded the problems which
had arisen after the departure of large numbers of the local
population for California in 1849. The establishment
of the committee and the offering of a reward may also
have been prompted by events closer to home. Early in
1851, small quantities of gold were being offered for sale
in Melbourne, some having come from the Plenty and,
possibly from the Pyrenees10. Following the establishment
of the committee, William CAMPBELL wrote to a member
of the government, Mr. James GRAHAM, MLC, advising
him of his find. A response by the latter was delayed by a
family tragedy so CAMPBELL’s find did not become public
knowledge until 5 July 1851 when GRAHAM wrote to
the Gold Committee passing on CAMPBELL’s letter11.
Several months prior to this, in January 1851, Dr. George
Herman BRUHN, a German physician, left Melbourne
to explore the mineral resources of the colony. During
April 1851 BRUHN discovered some indications of gold
on the run of Ed Stone PARKER Larnebarramul (Jim
Crow) at Franklinford in central Victoria12. Continuing
his explorations, BRUHN then travelled to CAMERON’s
run as he had heard of a prominent reef there. En-route,
BRUHN talked with shepherds who told him that there
was gold in the reef. When BRUHN met CAMERON,
the latter confirmed the shepherds’ news. BRUHN
travelled on, unaware of the announcement of a reward

for the discovery of gold in Victoria, arriving at Burn Bank
(Lexton) on 24 June, where he learned of the reward and
immediately wrote a letter to the committee:
“Gold In The Pyrenees - The long sought treasure is at length
found. Victoria is a gold country, and from Geelong goes
forth the first glad tidings of the discovery. Mr. ESMONDS
arrived in Geelong on Saturday with some beautiful specimens
of gold, in quartz, and gold-dust in a “debris” of the same
specimens of rock. The specimens have been subjected to the
most rigid tests by Mr. PATERSON, in the presence of other
competent parties, and he pronounced them to be beyond any
possibility of doubt pure gold. We have in our possession one
piece of quartz, in which the precious metal is distinctly visible
to the eye, shining delightfully. A piece of gold was cut off,
and examined in our presence by Mr. PATTERSON, who
by simple pressure crushed out the gold, and spread it into a
flake, at least six times its original size. Several other pieces of
quartz were shown at the same time, on the fractures of which
were many particles of gold visible to the naked eye, and which
came out in great richness and quantity, under microscopical
inspection. The specimens shown are sufficient to satisfy the
most sceptical, whilst the respectability of the discoverer, Mr.
ESMONDS, is a guarantee against the practice of any “sham”.
The “quartz” has a porphyry looking appearance, and is of a
flesh color, and here and there amongst it there is interspersed
large quantities of sulphuret of iron. We have seen three rich
specimens, and there are several other pieces in town. We
have been backward in publishing “rumours” of mineralogical
discoveries, but satisfied now with the indubitable testimony
before us, we announce that the existence of a gold field in the
Pyrenees is a Great Fact fraught with the greatest importance,
and a preface to a glorious run of prosperity to Victoria, and
the Western District in particular.
Our Gold Field - Eureka! We have gold - gold in abundance.
The verification of floating rumours has come, and we feel
now in a position to state decisively that which we have long
hoped to lay before the public. In area, depth, and richness
of yield, the Pyrenean gold field promises to be of the first
importance. Mr. DAVIS, of the Avoca, brought to our office
yesterday, a sample of pure gold dudt, varying in size from a
pins head down to the most minute particles, found on Donald
CAMERON’s station, at a spot known henceforth as the
“Clunes Diggings”…
…we will describe the route. From Geelong to Boninyong is
fifty miles; arrived there, “Clunes Diggings” are about twentyseven miles further, to gain which make for CLARKE’s, and
from CLARKE’s outstation turn off to COGHILL’s - the “Gold
Field” is before you within a short distance - work! and success
will attend you!
…Mr DAVIS of the Avoca…reports that there are about
Continued over page>
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twenty men at work at the diggings, all gathering a good
harvest, though in sad want of good utensils, there being only
one cradle on the ground, all the operations being conducted
with a tin dish…
…The following directions to reach the mines may be useful to
such as wish to pay them a visit. From Melbourne to Kyneton
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55 miles, thence to MOLISON’s old station, now ORR’s cattle
station, 4 miles; from this to Carpenter’s Inn, in the Jim Crow
ranges 12 miles; on to PARKER’s Jim Crow (the Protectorate),
6 miles; thence to Captain HEPBURN’s, 10 miles; and thence
to the Clune’s diggings, at Mr. Donald CAMERON’s, 10
miles.

More Gold - We yesterday received from Boningyong, a packet
containing some of the finest specimens of gold, in quartz
matrix, we have hitherto met with. They were found within a
mile or so of the township of Boninyong, by Mr. HISCOCK, a
respectable resident there… This new gold field is about thirty
miles nearer than the Clunes Diggings to Geelong…

Making every allowance for exaggeration on a theme so
exciting, we know sufficient to justify us in stating, that the
Boninyong gold field is by far the most promising of any that
has yet been discovered in Victoria; and being only a day’s
journey from Geelong, will no doubt be quickly occupied.
The gold hitherto obtained from the Clunes Diggings has
been spongy or honeycombed, and dull in colour; that from
Boninyong is solid, bright, in some places almost burnished in
appearance…
New Gold Field - We have received the following letter
announcing the discovery of a new gold field at Western Port:
— DEAR SIR, —I wish you to publish these few lines in your
valuable paper, that the public may know that there is gold
found in these ranges about four miles from Doctor BARKER’s
home station, and about a mile from the Melbourne road;
at the southernmost point of Mount Alexander, where three
men and myself are working. I do this to prevent parties from
getting us into trouble, as we have been threatened to have the
Constables fetched for being on the ground. If you will have
the kindness to insert this in your paper, that we are prepared
to pay anything that is just when the Commissioner in the
name of the party comes.
John WORBEY
(Mount Alexander Ranges,Sept. 1st, 1851)
James ESMOND who, like HARGREAVES, had been to
California and had returned to Victoria with the intention
of finding gold because of the similarity of the geology
of the two localities, was working in the vicinity of Burn
Bank. On hearing BRUHN’s news, ESMOND visited
Clunes and obtained some gold himself after talking with
CAMERON. ESMOND returned to Burn Bank where he
broke the news to some of his mates who then became his
“party”13. ESMOND left for Geelong where he arrived on
3 or 4 July 1851 and immediately showed his specimens
to William PATERSON, a jeweller, Mingay SYDER,
a physician with scientific interests, and also passed on
the news to Alfred CLARKE, a reporter for the Geelong
Advertiser. A brief report of the discovery appeared in the
Geelong Advertiser of Monday, 7 July 185114. ESMOND
travelled on to Melbourne to fit his party out with the
necessary equipment, returning to Geelong on 15 July
1851. He requested a week’s head start from the reporter
before the latter broke the news of the precise locality of
ESMOND’s find. Directions were published in the Geelong
Advertiser on 25 July 185115. The whole story was repeated
with additions in the Argus the following day16. Barely
had the news of the Clunes gold field been confirmed and
the routes described when there came news of another find
closer to Geelong. The Geelong Advertiser of 12 August
1851 reported the news17.
During the mounting excitement arising from the earlier
finds, Thomas HISCOCK a blacksmith who had lived
at the small village of Buninyong since 1844 and who

Alluvial gold washing, Mt Alexander goldfields, Victoria, ca. 1852
PROUT, John Skinner (1852)
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had been looking for gold for 5 years, found the precious
metal near Buninyong on 8 August. HISCOCK is said
to have followed George INNESS and observed his
scratching for gold when his curiosity was pricked after
sharpening INNESS’ pick. HISCOCK’s find was poor,
although the gully in which he made his find proved
later in the year to be quite rich18. Few of the hopeful
“diggers” that were arriving in increasing numbers spent
any time at HISCOCK’s initial find. Instead, by midto-late August, they were looking for a reputedly richer
area at nearby Black Hill, where James GREENWOOD
had found gold early in July and from where he soon
had to vigorously defend his claim to have been the first
person on Ballarat19. Other parties were soon scouting
for likely prospects. One such party, comprising James
REGAN, John DUNLOP and 3 others, left Geelong for
Clunes on 9 August but, hearing of HISCOCK’s find,
stopped at Buninyong. After 2 weeks work had produced
little result the party broke up. REGAN, leaving
DUNLOP behind to look after their tent, travelled to
Clunes where ESMOND was working his find. The
news from ESMOND was not promising so REGAN
walked back to where he had left DUNLOP at Hiscock’s
Gully (Buninyong). On the way he stopped to test the
ground, immediately getting gold. He quickly returned
to tell DUNLOP. The pair then returned to the patch of
ground, later named Poverty Point (Ballarat). A reporter
for the Geelong Advertiser, looking for the diggers who
had been at Buninyong but had dispersed, observed
that REGAN and DUNLOP were the first in the new
locality20. Over the next few days, several other parties
were also known to be working around the edges of the
ridge that became famed as Golden Point (Ballarat).
While these discoveries had been unfolding, a hut-keeper
on Barker’s Creek Station, Christopher Thomas PETERS,
found gold in the vicinity of Mt. Alexander on 20 July 1851.
PETERS and his party left their employment, let it be known
that they were off to Clunes, then went to work secretly in
the gullies on the lower slopes of Mt. Alexander until they
were discovered by their former employer Dr. BARKER who
became enraged and attempted to drive them off. The news
of this find broke on 8 September 1851 when the Argus
published a letter received from one of the party who also
gave the motivation for the announcement21. A rush to this
rich field did not occur however, until after further finds were
made at nearby Forest Creek (Castlemaine) during October.
A report in the Argus on 5 November 1851 revealed that
Ballarat was nearly deserted, all of the miners were leaving for
Mount Alexander22.
Notwithstanding the earlier discovery of gold in New
South Wales, it was the discovery in a few short weeks of
these 3 extraordinarily rich fields at Clunes, Castlemaine
and Ballarat (the first to be “rushed”) that was the
beginning of the economic and social transformation of
Victoria and Australia.
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ROBINSON’s story continues in his words:
Mt. Alexander (Windlass Hill) - October to December 1851.
Doctor CROWTHER wished me to go to Frisco with a cargo
as before, I tried to dissuade him from it23. He said he would
pay me double freight for my half the ship and I promised to
go, when the cargo was ready. At the same time I told him
that any money now could be made in going to Port Phylip
[Phillip] trade but he was bent on my going so I promised to
go. But another startling discovery was made. All Australia
was roused. I arrived in Geelong with a cargo of timber and
I found that all who were able were gone to Ballarat24. Gold
had been discovered and all business at Geelong was at a
standstill25.
I knew that most of the crew would be off soon, so I called
them all and told them if they would land the cargo I would
form a party of all of the crew, leaving the mate and a boy
on board, and we would all proceed to Ballarat. I [offered]
to equip the party for three months for one third of the gold
obtained. This was agreed to. The only drawback was
that I was under a promise to Doctor CROWTHER to go
to California at a certain day. All was soon arranged. I
bought a horse and box dray for myself and sundries and
chartered a bullock team to take up the sailors’ swags and our
equipment. It so happened an old friend of my father’s named
DOUGLASS, who had been to California, and to the NSW
gold rush, had just returned and was off to Ballarat - of Mr
DOUGLASS who rode up with me more anon26.
So we went to Ballarat, met scores of people coming back,
saying the water was going slack, little or no gold, etc., etc.,
but we pushed on, and got there and commenced work, but
DOUGLASS said that for the present the rush was played
out, and advised me to go with him, and one or two others of
my crew to Mount Alexander where there was a fresh report
from and so we started off, got there after some few days
travelling. But our mode of travelling was with a bullock
dray, the man had two lively bullocks and made good progress,
at last we reached the place called afterwards Windlass Hill27.
We got there about 3 in the afternoon, and DOUGLASS
recommended us to pitch our tent at a certain place, turn the
bullocks out, and afterwards go to the place where most men
were working and inspect for ourselves, so we commenced
getting ready for the tent. The bullock driver had two strong
boys with him and an old man. As the boys were driving the
bullocks along on the side of a gentle slope, not two hundred
yards from where we were at work with the tent, they picked
up some small pieces of gold and came back and told us about
it. DOUGLASS said if you will fix the tent, I will go and see
the place where the boys got the gold. Some time afterwards
DOUGLASS came back and said it seems to me that this
is a surface show, and I believe payable. I have marked out
four surface claims. Come and take your choice. I went and

Mt Alexander goldfields
S.T.GILL (c1853)

DOUGLASS said now take your choice ROBINSON, I have
marked the usual surface claims, viz., 24 feet x 24 feet, et. I
must state here that DOUGLASS had no connection with us
only as a friend, he afterwards joined the bullock driver in this
claim. I said I didn’t see any difference, I will take this claim
I’m standing on. DOUGLASS said he would take the one he
was standing on, and the bullock driver and the old man the
others. Of course one could not tell the moment when others
would come and peg out claims if they wished. DOUGLASS
for the time lived with us in my tent. He had his cradle and
tools in my dray, so next morning we commenced washing.
But I should state that he mated up with the bullock driver’s
party, I and my man worked on our own account. The
prospect was so good that I determined to go back to Ballarat
for my men. I got back there and as they were not getting

much gold they were glad to come. I may state here that I
had my young brother with me. We all got along on the way
to Windlass Hill, when about the third day we were camping
for dinner when some men who were returning from the new
rush were getting their meal near us, someone asked what is
the good news from up there? Nothing much one said only
some captain up there has got a claim with a man named
DOUGLASS who has got about fifty pounds weight of gold
in a few days, etc., We pricked up our ears at this, and soon
pushed on. One part of the story was not true unfortunately
for me, for I was not a partner of DOUGLASS. We got there
next day, and to shorten this tale I may say that DOUGLASS
got altogether about seventy pounds weight of gold out of his
Continued over page>
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claim, or rather this rich patch was got out of the bullock
driver’s claim. They made a kind of box cart of their bullock
dray, used to cart the stuff down to a sort of dirty creek, here
DOUGLASS washed his cradle until the claim began to get
poor. DOUGLASS said to me then “ROBINSON give me
forty pounds for this claim and get something out of this job.
You have helped me a lot”, so I gave him forty pounds and I
and my party worked it out. We got about a hundred pounds
worth of gold out of it. This was as I have said a pocket - all
the other claims so to speak were convex on the top. This was
concave, but it is wonderful to think the singular way this was
found and worked out.
DOUGLASS left for his home. We worked away, not much
luck, till at last having only a short time to run before I had to
leave for the schooner so I said to a young man named HART,
whom Doctor CROWTHER had sent to join us, “let us sink
a hole near the tent, I don’t see what difference it makes where
you sink, it is all luck”, so we sank a hole down about twelve
feet square on the top, as far as required, then sank half of it
down as far as we could throw up the soil. Then sank that
down half the size, and threw the clay up as before. Then we
used one hand throwing up from ledge to ledge. By this means
we hoped to reach the pipeclay or bottom of the hole we worked
away, till at last the day had arrived that I had to leave for
Geelong. I remember well how I at the last took my sheath
knife and felt for the pipeclay till I found it was no use and I
gave up gold digging for that bout.
I arranged with my party and left. I had a strong cob of
a horse that only cost me about twelve pounds, saddle and
bridle, at FARRELL’s horse sales, Geelong. I mounted him at
4 o’clock in the afternoon, and rode him to Capt HEPBURN’s
station here in the early night. I found some bullock teams
camped. I had a tether rope round my horse’s neck, so I tied
the rope to my leg, and while drinking my pot of tea they gave
me, I let the horse pick away at the long grass, and soon after
had another ride. I came across some others camped towards
morning, and I done the same. I then reached, Ballarat, and
gave the horse a feed of oats, and soon after rode to Buninyong
I think the name is, and had a rest and fed my horse, but
kept jogging along. Sometime towards the middle of the day
the horse stuck me up, I jumped off, looked at the saddle,
and found the saddle was hurting his withers so I altered
and got all ready to mount, besides my weight I had several
pounds weight of gold in my valise. It is singular that I should
forget the weight but it was considerable. But in mounting I
slipped and the horse got away from me! It did not run very
fast, but just jogged along and when I got near him would
move away faster but fortune favoured me again. A person
from the Barrabool hills on his horse came along and when
I asked him to ride up on the near side as the horse of mine
was wall eyed on that side. Very little but it was a [defect?].
After some attempts the man caught my horse and I was
glad to get on his back once more. About 6 pm I arrived in
Geelong. I remember I met the Doctor of Geelong, BAYLEY
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I think his name was: he said “that is not a bad cob you are
on ROBINSON”, I said “Yes, how far do you think I have
come on his back since yesterday at 4 pm?” He said “perhaps
Ballarat. “. When I told him I had ridden 120 miles he seemed
astonished, but that was what they called the distance and my
cob was not used up much. I had tea with my wife at Geelong
who was not expecting me, but we soon got on board the
Montezuma again28.
Mr SIMMONS, he went across with me as mate. I called at
Williamstown and took in 500 full wooled sheep. I bought
them from Mr AUSTIN of the Rex river. I gave him five
hundred pounds for them. They were very fat sheep. I got
around Cape Pillar nearly when a southerly gale set in and
having a deck load partly I ran back to Spring Bay, and
consulted Mr RUDD there about driving them to Hobart.
He said it could not be done, he said they would die on the
road, etc. I said they might as well die on the road, as die
in the ship. It so happened that Mr Robert MCCRACKEN,
a well known butcher, was a passenger with me and a man
he formerly employed, so after a great deal of persuasion they
started for Hobart with the sheep. They sold all that knocked
up or gave them trouble to the farmers on the road for a good
price. The others reached Hobart and realised a large price.
But I must finish about this hole before I leave off. Long after
this, after returning from San Francisco in the Montezuma to
Melbourne via Sydney, I was working up the Yarra River, near
where the slaughter yards were then, when my old friend and
mate R. SIMMONS, was hailing me from the Bank of the
Yarra, and singing out ”welcome back, welcome back” etc29.
Then in a short time he sang out “do you remember that hole
you sank at Windlass Hill?” I replied “yes.” He said “over one
hundred weight of gold was taken from that hole a few feet
where you left off” etc.
A later record notes ROBINSON’s continued search for gold at
Clunes 1855-1856:
I had been doing fairly well, but in 1854 there was a great
depression in Melbourne, and I was one day called upon by
Mr STEPHENSON (who, with some of his mining friends, I
had brought to Sydney from Frisco, and who had been doing
well at Ballarat), who asked me if I knew when gold was
first found in Victoria at a place called Clunes, at Cameron’s
Station. I told him we could soon find out, so I took him
to the Land’s Office, paid 2/6, and asked to see the plan of
Cameron’s Station. I was shown at once, and there in red ink
was marked the quartz dykes in three rows; everything was
so plain that I offered to go with him to inspect these quartz
dykes. I was very much interested in this affair from the first,
and it was not long before we got to Ballarat. Got a spring
cart, and STEPHENSON, with a Doctor OTWAY, started for
Cameron[‘s] Station, or Clunes, as it has mostly been called30.
We went to the station, camped there all night: gave out that
we were going to Fiery Creek. Early in morning HUGH, the

overseer, after a chat, [asked] if we would like to see where gold
was first found in Victoria, he would show us. We saw enough to
astonish us, and more than that we saw that the quartz dykes had
been cunningly placed on this pre-emptive right, but we also saw
that the reefs extended on to the Government ground, outside their
pre-emptive right: we left, fully satisfied with what we had seen31.
Before going into this mining business I may say that I gave
up a good business, because times were then dull, and joined
STEPHENSON in the quartz mining business, which was a
mistake. It was a splendid business, if I had been connected
with a different man. STEPHENSON was a partner with
JONES, a store-keeper on Ballarat, and soon afterwards took to
drink, and caused me no end of trouble: but I will have to speak
further of this furthermore. STEPHENSON and I arranged
that I should see about taking up the proper land, where the reefs
showed out on the Government ground, so as soon as possible I
got an application in for a certain amount of land on a certain
line of reef, and went out there and erected a cottage and took
possession32. Mr. MCDONALD used to come down and order
me off, but I defied him, I was not on their ground, but they
tried to persuade me that I was33. I had taken advice from an
old Cornish miner about the kind of machinery I required, and
he gave me what he thought was best, and I adopted it. It was
what Mr THOMAS had used in South America, and was known
as a Chilean Mill34. Everything was so expensive in those days,
that I wonder now that I carried it out as I did. The castings
at Fulton’s foundry cost one shilling a pound and the charge for
cartage by Harry BOBINS from Melbourne to Clunes cost one
shilling per pound. But to shorten matters. After a long time I
got this mine started. I employed two engineers, to whom I paid
£5 a week each, and their food at my table: I paid the men high
wages and fed them, and when I started I tried to work long hours
and stop at night, but I had to change this and keep constantly
at it, with regular day and night shifts. When we started this
mill we were pretty well in debt, but before very long I had paid
all my debts and was doing well. I retorted all the gold from the
quicksilver myself, and it was spoken very highly of as a mining
venture. But after a while we struck water and our little 8 horse
power engine was too small to drive the mill and pump the shaft,
etc. I at this time discharged one engineer and drove the engine
and machinery myself for some months. Just at this time when I
wanted my partner’s help, he left, put up at Bath’s hotel, Ballarat,
and used to send me notes, such as “Dear ROBINSON, send me
£10,” or “Dear R., send me £50,” and so on35. Then came some
breakages, new castings wanted, finally we had to stop. I found
about this time that I was compelled to mortgage the mine to some
friends of mine, but soon after I found that STEPHENSON
had been giving bills in ROBINSON and STEPHENSON’s
name, that I knew nothing about. I never gave a bill. My
friends, Messrs DOWNING and GRIFFITHS hearing this,
refused to help me so I was in a fix. After two years’ hard struggle
my drunken partner had so disgusted me that I decided to leave
Clunes. Perhaps it was a mistake, but to remain I should have
had to crush STEPHENSON, so I decided to give all up to Messrs
DOWNING and GRIFFITHS, and I did so. They were satisfied

that I had done my best. But I will skip a little and tell what
took place before very long. I had left a ship at Newcastle, and
had reached Melbourne, when I met Mr Charles GRIFFITHS36.
“Oh, ROBINSON”, he exclaimed, “where have you come from? I
am glad to meet you”, he said. “Well,” I enquired “what have you
done with the mine and machinery?” He replied that he had sold
the machinery to a man who moved it to another place. That he
did not keep up the proper conditions of working or holding the
ground, and that he was jumped by another party and now it is
worth Twenty Thousand Pounds37. Mr GRIFFITHS never liked
mining, and it was a trouble for me to get him to send up a ton or
two of flour, so I could not well stop there.
The following curious incident should have been included in the
account of my life at Clunes. When I was employed at Clunes
gold mining and quartz crushing, for about two years, as I have
already spoken of, I very often travelled across Coghill’s Plains to
Ballarat38. In doing so I had to pass the only public house on the
road, a comfortable, well conducted place. I generally stopped
there, and perhaps fed and watered my horse. At this time I
always drove a roan coloured horse, in a green painted light spring
cart, and I always put up at Bath’s Hotel, Ballarat. One day as
I was driving along the plains, and nearing the half-way house,
I noticed a person near the door, looking hard towards me, and
waving his hand39. I pulled up, and casting my eyes back over the
way I had come, but seeing nothing particular, I drove on again.
Then I noticed that people came out of the house, and all began
waving and shouting as I neared the house. When I got there,
several old acquaintances came up to me, and commenced shaking
hands, and saying how glad they were to see me alive again, etc.
Among the rest, who soon came, was the District Coroner, Mr
GLENDINNING, I think his name was40. He told me that he
had just finished holding an inquest on me, as it was supposed,
and the Coroner said he was just about to send word out to Clunes
to my wife on what had taken place. Several people had given
evidence, that it was my horse trap, even the hostle from Bath’s
hotel, Ballarat, gave evidence of it being my horse and trap near
which the body was found. It appears that a few evenings before
this, when the landlord and his wife were absent at Ballarat, a
gentleman, driving a roan horse, in a green painted spring cart
called at the half way house, had upon having some refreshment,
and enquiring the road to Fiery Creek, went on his way. Some
two days or so after this, the horse was found dead, choked in the
collar going down hill, and the man dead underneath the wheel of
the trap. Decomposition had set in, the weather being very warm
and the road not much travelled. There was not much in the cart,
only a valuable sealskin coat. The sealskin coat, I was informed,
was worth ten pounds. If I ever did have his name I forget it.
This is about all I that I remember about him, but my friends at
the half way house and at Ballarat tried to make me shout for
champagne, etc., but I could not see it. This shews how easy it
is to be mistaken, several witnesses were examined, who were
convinced it was me, simply because the horse and cart was
similar to mine.
End of transcription
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Endnotes
1

ROBINSON, James William; Reminiscences, Hobart, 1906, Archives Office of Tasmania.

2

Gold was discovered in the American River, near Sacremento, California in January 1848. The news broke in San Francisco’s first newspaper, the
Californian, on 14 March 1848. A rush started about a month later with the news gradually filtering out to the rest of the world later in the year.
Robert RAYMOND, Out of the Fiery Furnace, McMillan, Melbourne, 1984, pp. 122-125.
3

The Australian Encyclopaedia, Grolier Society of Australia, third edition, 1981, vol. 3, pp. 174-5.

4

The Argus, 20 May 1851, p. 2. This report noted that the existence of gold had been long known relating how an old “gold-finder” had refused
to reveal his secrets. HARGRAVES’ role as the first discoverer of gold in Australia has been challenged by many historians (for a refutation of
HARGRAVES “discovery” of the Ophir site see Lynette Ramsay SILVER, A Fool’s Gold, The Jacaranda Press, 1986). A Select Committee of
the New South Wales Legislative Assembly set up in August 1890 concluded that William and James TOM along with John LISTER “were
undoubtedly the first discoverers of [payable] gold” (The Australian Encyclopaedia, vol. 3, p. 257). However, it has been widely conceded that
HARGRAVES’ application of the skills acquired in California and his promotion of prospecting at the Ophir site on Summer Hill Creek justified a
prominent position in the history of the discovery of gold in Australia, if not the inflated position he promoted.
5

James FLETT, The History of Gold Discovery in Victoria, The Poppet Head Press, Melbourne, 1979, p. 27. The Port Phillip Gazette, 3/2/1849

6

FLETT, pp. 351-2, citing the record of a discussion between George INNESS and C. W. LANGTREE, Secretary of Mines, which was published
in Mining Registrars Reports, December, 1888.
7

William Bramwell WITHERS, The History of Ballarat, From the First Pastoral Settlement to the Present Time, facsimile of the Second Edition,
Queensberry Hill Press, Carlton, 1980, pp. 22-3.
8

The Argus, 31/1/1849, 6/2/1849; 9/2/1849, The Ballarat Courier, 4/11/1884, letter from James ESMOND; FLETT, p. 254.

9

Gold Discovery Committee - Mayor William NICHOLSON, MCCOMBIE, John Pascoe FAWKNER, MILLER, WESTGARTH, HEALES,
GREEVES, HULL, HOOD (https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/stories/eureka-rush-gold/rush-victoria)
10

FLETT, p. 27. The Argus, 4/6/1851, p. 2, reported “A very fine specimen of gold was exhibited yesterday in the shop of Mr. CRATE,
watchmaker, Swanston Street, said to have been found in the Pyrenees”. The specimen was of about 16 ounces. However, further down the same
column it reported that the lumps of “what was assumed to be gold…were neither silver nor gold” and that the finder after providing himself with a
pick and shovel set off to return to the Pyrenees.
11

The Argus, 11/7/1851, p. 2, reported that “a claim for the reward for the discovery of the gold at the Pyrenees” by William CAMPBELL had
been forwarded to the Gold Committee. The Argus, 23/7/1851, p. 2, carried a further report that samples that CAMPBELL had forwarded to
the Gold Committee had been examined. A letter from CAMPBELL was also published in which he stated that he was claiming the reward “only
with a view of dividing it equally with those who assisted me in the discovery. My share I will appropriate to public charitable services”. Following
CAMPBELL’s letter was another, from Mr. Thos. CLAPPERTON of Burn Bank, dated 19 July 1851, which contained the news that there were
already 40 men on the ground (before the location was revealed).
12

Ed Stone PARKER, born London 1802, was appointed by the Colonial Office as assistant protector of Aboriginals in the Port Phillip District in
1838. He was 1 of 4 to serve under G. A. ROBINSON. The protectors were to prevent conflict between black and white, teach the Aboriginals
to cultivate the soil, promote their ‘moral and religious improvement’ and build ‘suitable habitations’. PARKER sailed with his wife and 6 sons for
Sydney and then moved to the Port Phillip District. In early 1839 he first attempted to contact the Aboriginals of the Loddon area. He travelled
widely, collecting information about the Aboriginals and investigating clashes with settlers. He often found that complaints against Aboriginal
‘depredations’ were exaggerated but, when convinced that Aboriginals had been murdered, he was unable to obtain convictions in the courts. He
held that the Aboriginals had a right to the ‘soil and its indigenous production’, and his attempts to intervene in cases where Aboriginals were
ill-treated brought him into conflict with neighbouring squatters and station hands. In 1841 PARKER established the Aboriginal station of
Larnebarramul (Jim Crow) at Franklinford in central Victoria. It flourished for a time: the white staff included a teacher and several free and
assigned labourers; the protector’s homestead was constructed among several out-buildings; and the presence of up to 200 Aboriginals gave the
station the appearance of a populous village. But by 31 December 1848 the protectorate ended; only 20 or 30 Aboriginals were then on the station
and only a handful had learnt to read and write or acquired a trade. PARKER lived on at Franklinford, retaining his interest in the Aboriginals and
farming some of Larnebarramul. The influx of population with the gold rushes reduced the few remaining Aboriginals to mendicants on the edge
of the white community. PARKER was the most understanding of the Port Phillip Aboriginal protectors. He believed fervently that ‘the permanent
civilization of the savage is dependent on the influence of Christian instruction’ and that the Aboriginals’ failings were moral, not physical or
mental. Above all his Christianity led him to believe in the common origin and brotherhood of all mankind. Perceptive and humane, he wrote to
ROBINSON and LA TROBE describing the plight of the Aboriginals and arguing for a more generous policy. Before government inquiries, he
testified that the Aboriginals would respond to education or opportunities to develop their land if they could see some advantage and not just in the
interest of white intruders. PARKER learnt the language and observed the customs of the Jajowurrong or Loddon Aboriginals. PARKER’s first wife
had died in 1842; she had given birth to a daughter in Australia. He died on 27 April 1865 at Franklinford, survived by his second wife Hannah,
née EDWARDS, whom he had married in 1843, and had 10 children. [H. N. Nelson, ‘PARKER, Edward Stone (1802 - 1865)’, Australian
Dictionary of Biography, Online Edition, http://www.adb.online.anu.edu.au/biogs/A050452b.htm].
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FLETT, pp. 418-37, citing, amongst other sources, the Report of the Select Committee of the Legislative Council on claims for the Discovery of
Gold in Victoria, Parliamentary Papers, Victoria, Vol. 3, Part 2, 1854, and also Supplementary Evidence, p. 19
14

The Geelong Advertiser, 7/7/1851, p. 2. Also noted on the same page, following a report from the Bathurst goldfield, was the arrival at Sydney of
the first significant numbers of gold-seekers bound for Bathurst. Six ships from Port Phillip and another from South Australia arrived on the same
day, 21 June 1851, carrying 238 passengers in total. Thus the “discovery” of gold in Victoria was timely in circumventing an even larger migration
northwards. The news of ESMOND’s find broke in Melbourne as an addendum to a letter from SYDER, dated 4 July 1851, to the Argus (The
Argus, 12/7/1851, p. 4).
15

The Geelong Advertiser, 25/7/1851, p. 2. ESMOND’s embargo on the location of his find may have been broken only a few days after his
departure when the Geelong Advertiser reported the location of Dr. BRUHN’s find although it did attempt to distinguish ESMOND’s find
as being separate by stating “It does not appear, however, that anyone but Mr. ESMOND has discovered a GOLD WASHING locality” (GA,
18/7/1851, p. 2).
16

The Argus, 26/7/1851, p. 2. The Argus, 5/8/1851, p. 2, carried an extended description of the gold field and the background to its discovery.

17

The Geelong Advertiser, 12/8/1851, p. 2.

18

FLETT, pp. 351-2

19

Letter to The Argus, 9/1851

20

FLETT, pp. 356-60

21

The Argus, 8/9/1851, p. 2. The paper misspelt the correspondent’s surname which was WORLEY rather than WORBEY. The newspaper also
inadvertently placed the discovery in the opposite quadrant around Melbourne (Westernport) to where it actually was which may have confused
prospective gold-seekers as no immediate rush occurred.
22

The Argus, 5/11/1851

23

Whilst at San Francisco, ROBINSON had made a speculative purchase of the brigantine Montezuma which he sent back prior to his own
departure in the Panama on 13 May 1851. ROBINSON arrived at Hobart on 11 July 1851 and soon prepared to make his next voyage 1851
(The Argus, 23/7/1851, p. 2). The Montezuma, J. ROBINSON, sailed from Hobart on 5 August 1851 and arrived at Geelong on 15 August 1851
with 2 passengers, goods transhipped from another ship and a large quantity of timber. The agent for the Montezuma was Alfred DOUGLASS.
The timber was auctioned on the wharf on 23 August 1851 (The Geelong Advertiser, 16/8/1851, p. 2; 23/8/1851, p. 3). ROBINSON was
accompanied by his wife Jane, who was heavily pregnant, and infant son, George. Whilst in Geelong, ROBINSON and his family probably visited
his sister Stella Anne ROWLAND and her family. Stella had married Anthony William ROWLAND at Newtown Geelong in January 1850, and
by this occasion, Stella’s first child, Stella Elizabeth ROWLAND was 9 months old. ROBINSON sailed from Geelong on 26 August 1851 with a
cargo of 509 sheep, beef and sheep skins and arrived at Hobart on 2 September 1851. In Hobart ROBINSON witnessed the marriage of another
sister, Matilda, on 11 September 1851. The following day, 12 September 1851, Jane ROBINSON gave birth to her second child, Alfred Bingley
ROBINSON, at Hobart (The Victorian Pioneer Index gives the place of the birth as Geelong but, in an interview published in the Mercury,
28/12/1928, p. 9, Captain A. B. ROBINSON stated that he was born in Hobart). Syme, Shipping Arrivals and Departures Victorian Ports, vol. 2,
pp. 393-4.
24

For this voyage ROBINSON sailed from Hobart on 20 September 1851 and arrived at Geelong on 30 September 1851 with a cargo of timber,
posts & rails. The Montezuma then returned to Hobart under the command of the first mate Robert? SIMMONS (Syme, vol. 2, pp. 393-4).
25

The Argus, 29/9/1851, p. 2, published a report from its correspondent in Geelong revealing that “The whole Town of Geelong is in hysterics,
Gentlemen foaming at the mouth, ladies fainting, children throwing somersets, and all this on the extraordinary news from Buninyong”.
26

DOUGLASS was Alfred DOUGLASS a wool broker of (the) Wool Mart, Yarra Street, Geelong who, according to his advertisements in the
Geelong Advertiser, had “for many years prepared wool in Hobart Town for shipment” (GA, 13/10/1851, p. 3). The sudden onset of “yellow
fever” saw DOUGLASS cease advertising for wool and sheepskins, instead announcing that he was a purchaser of gold (GA, 16/10/1851, p. 2).
DOUGLASS was a member of a party comprising David HAM, W. HARPER and H. BUTCHERS. HAM later wrote that he and his party were
the fourth to arrive at Fryer’s Creek, on 9 November 1851, which was on the southern extremity of the Mt. Alexander goldfield. Captain DANA
(Henry E. Pulteney DANA, Commandant of Native Police 1842-52) reported that 8,000 diggers were working on the “Upper Loddon” and Fryer’s
Creek, which empties into the Loddon River, by 12 November! (FLETT, p. 190 citing HAM’s Reminiscences, p. 42, Commissioner and Wardens
Report for 12 November 1851 and WITHERS, History of Ballarat, Vol. 2). HAM, DOUGLAS, HARPER, BUTCHERS and 4 others were the
first group to sink a hole at the very rich Canadian Gully, Ballarat, during the winter of 1852 (FLETT, p. 366).
27

Windlass Hill is situated 8-900 metres west of Fryerstown which is approximately 9 km south-east of Castlemaine. Windlass Hill is the high
ground between Fryer’s Creek and Spring Gully just above their confluence. R. Brough SMYTH, The Gold Fields and Mineral Districts of
Victoria, Facsimile Edition, Queensberry Hill Press, 1980, p. 106 states that Windlass Hill was very rich. FLETT does not mention Windlass
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Endnotes, continued
Hill specifically but records that the Heron nugget which weighed 1008 ounces (28.6 kg) was found in Golden Gully a short distance to the north
(FLETT, pp. 25, 186). FLETT does not record the nugget of 84 pounds (38.1 kg) found at Fryer’s Creek which is referred to by A. C. YANDELL
in his record of his experiences on the goldfield (Records of the Castlemaine Pioneers, The Castlemaine Association of Pioneers and Old Residents,
2nd edition, Graffiti Publications, Castlemaine, 1996, p. 21). Whether this is the same nugget or another remains unclear.
28

As with the earlier visit, Jane ROBINSON was probably staying at Newtown, Geelong, with her sister-in-law Stella ROWLAND. During
ROBINSON’s absence at Windlass Hill, SIMMONS returned to Hobart in the Montezuma undoubtedly carrying news of further discoveries of
gold. SIMMONS sailed from Geelong on 25 October 1851 with a cargo of slops (clothing), gold and 400 sheep. He arrived at Hobart on 29
October 1851. SIMMONS sailed from Hobart on 12 November 1851 and arrived at Geelong on 1 December 1851 with 2 passengers, timber and
merchandise. The slow voyage suggests that there may have been a stop-over en-route. It is not clear when ROBINSON sailed from Geelong after
returning from the goldfields. He probably weighed anchor on 29 December 1851 then headed south to Hobart where the Montezuma arrived on
6 January 1852. Syme, vol. 2, pp. 394, 397-8.
29

ROBINSON completed his third voyage to California when he arrived at Melbourne on 20 September 1852 in the schooner Montezuma.
The young colony of Victoria was just 3 years old when it experienced its first economic downturn. The extraordinary influx of goldseekers and
the accompanying speculators created a booming economy for much of those first 3 years but, as speculation became rampant, the oversupply of
goods created a depressed market which began to be felt around May 1854. ROBINSON appears to have continued with his partnership with Dr.
CROWTHER until August or September 1855.
30

Dr. William Beauclare OTWAY, an American, was probably acting as “technical consultant” to ROBINSON and his party. About April 1853
OTWAY was working at Black Hill, Ballarat, where he apparently gained a reputation as an innovator. He had erected a windmill on the top of the
hill to power a crushing plant comprising 4 wooden “beetles” shod with iron 1 ½ inches (3 cm) thick. The apparatus was not successful due, most
likely, to inadequate motive power.
31

There are differing accounts of the reefs that comprised the Clunes gold mining field. Notwithstanding the statement by ROBINSON that
the plan he examined in Melbourne showed “the quartz dykes in three rows”, there appear to have been 4 reefs showing on the surface within
the pre-emptive right, with 1 or 2 of those also outcropping on Crown Land to the south, between the boundary and the creek. The site where
ROBINSON was working was within 50-100 metres of the site where William CAMPBELL first found gold in March 1850. The reefs ran parallel
in a north-south direction on high ground above a bend in Creswick’s Creek. From west to east these reefs were the Western, Robinson’s, Old Man
and Eastern. In 1859 a fifth reef, the Welcome, which does not appear on the plan of the Clunes Gold mining field was found further to the east.
Robinson’s reef was described in 1869 as varying from 2 to 30 feet in width “…being poor on top, improved as it deepened, was irregular, and
occasionally rich. It began to improve at 120 feet, continued good for 200 feet, and then got poor again and is now being tested at the 520 feet
level…” (The Rise and Progress of Quartz Mining at Clunes, by “The Special Reporter of The Star 1869”, p. 26).
32

Family legend has it that ROBINSON “put up the first quartz crushing machinery at Clunes” (The Mercury 17/8/1906, p. 6, obituary of Capt.
James William ROBINSON). It seems likely that it was ROBINSON’s machine which was mentioned in the following account of the Clunes
goldfield by a correspondent for The Star (22/9/1855, p. 4) who wrote “I think there can be no mistake as far as its auriferousness is concerned. The
quartz specimens are decidedly the richest I have seen. The machine on the ground is said to crush about 10 ounces to the ton, and the quartz lying
about on the surface (some thousands of tons) estimated at 14 ozs. to the ton. The appearance of the locality, for miles, is exceedingly promising - of
course you have heard of the Old Clunes diggings; they were first found, about four years ago, and a reward was claimed; whether paid or not I am
uncertain, or whose run it was originally. The locality was proclaimed a gold field, and several persons on the ground now were also digging there
when it first opened. Soon afterwards the superior attractions of Ballarat and Bendigo caused a wholesale rush from there, and Clunes was deserted
until latterly; but now, when the real richness of the place is beginning to be ascertained, a difficulty arises, and Government is in a fix as usual. Poor
thing it appears that the richest portion yet discovered belongs to a Mr. MCDONALD, being his pre-emptive right of 640 acres, and so nicely
surveyed as to enclose the whole of the four quartz reefs. The executive therefore, according to this statement, first proclaims a place a goldfield
and then sells it to a squatter. If this is a fact, it is monstrous, and will cause, I fear, a serious difficulty. Two gentlemen who had been digging there
came to me on Saturday last with this information, desiring that it be published; but as I always prefer writing from personal observation, I visited
the place on Tuesday last [18 September 1855], and found there about 250 people, most of them representatives of parties of four and six, so that
on Monday next, the day when the whole of them have determined to work, there will be fully a thousand men on the spot. On Friday last, our
Warden, Mr. AMOS, was sent for by Mr. MCDONALD, to the forbidden ground, and such are the powers of that gentleman’s eloquence that
he persuaded the miners to suspend their work for a time, he pledging himself to write to Sir Charles on the matters. Another positive proof, if
additional proofs are wanting that we ‘vagabond diggers’ are not unreasonable men, for, of course, the two policemen who accompanied the warden,
though very brave and all that, could not easily have driven off eight or nine hundred ‘armed ruffians’. At a meeting held on Monday, it was resolved
that the diggers should wait for the Governor’s reply, until Monday next, instant, but on that day digging is to be resumed whatever the result; in the
meantime Mr MCDONALD has issued the following printed ‘Notice…Any person found tresspassing on the private property of the undersigned
after this date will be prosecuted as the law directs. ROBERT McDONALD. Clunes, September 19th, 1855.’ I shall again visit the place early next
week and will send you every reliable information”. This was, unfortunately, the only edition of The Star prior to 16 July 1856 which has survived,
the gap, however, has been partially filled by the Ballarat Times and Southern Cross!
33

Mr. Robert MCDONALD purchased Cameron’s run when ROBINSON, STEPHENSON and JONES were not alone in working outside the
boundaries of the Clunes pre-emptive right. While they appear to have arrived early in this period of renewed interest in Clunes and were able to
take up a claim outside the southern boundary, real estate in this locality was strictly limited. Many other miners staked their claims outside the
northern boundary. From there some would make forays onto the reefs under the cover of darkness, carrying away whatever quartz they could break
off. Others, a little later, would sink shafts then drive through under the fence line with the intention of striking the reefs. This proved to be the
cause of a great deal of trouble on the field for the duration of ROBINSON’s stay and for some years afterwards.
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A Chilian mill employs 2 large rollers revolving radially in an annular basin to crush the quartz prior to the extraction of the gold. The annular
basin was of cast-iron with a concave bottom to accommodate the corresponding convex rim of the heavy cast-iron rollers which turned on
wrought-iron axles hinged to a vertical driving shaft. Gold was separated from the finely crushed quartz and amalgamated at the bottom of the
annular basin whilst the tailings and dirty water was discharged through apertures on the inner side of the basin into a trap for the secondary
recovery of gold, before being drained away. The Chilian mill had been used on the American continent for hundreds of years. The credit for the
introduction of the Chilian mill to Victorian goldfields belongs to Dr OTWAY, ROBINSON’s technical consultant. Early in 1854, the quartzreefs at Black Hill, Ballarat attracted the attention of the diggers. Dr. OTWAY formed a party, purchased a four-head battery in Melbourne, and
erected it on top of the hill. The battery was wind-powered. The battery’s performance was disappointing (A. S. Kenyon, Historical Society of
Victoria, The Age, 21/5/1932). OTWAY then set about improving the design of a Chilean mill, specifying a convex/concave shape for the rollers
and basin respectively. OTWAY, of the “Black Hills, Ballaarat”, applied for letters patent on 22 September 1854 (granted Victorian Patent No. 6,
30 November 1854) for “The Improved Chilian Mill for pulverising and amalgamating auriferous and argentiferous ores” (Victoria Gazette, No. 87,
22/9/1854, p. 2128). That there was considerable competition from other innovators is evident in the numerous applications made that year for
patents for quartz-crushing machinery. In 1855, on another site at the foot of Black Hill, OTWAY added 2 stamps and a Chilian mill to his battery.
Steam power replaced wind power. The results were again unsatisfactory and development continued elsewhere. Professor Geoffrey BLAINEY
suggests however, that the honour for the being first person to employ a steam-powered Chilian mill belongs to Jacob BRACHÉ, a young Prussian
engineer who believed that the quartz reefs held more gold than the alluvial beds then being worked by the miners and that BRACHÉ was the first
to employ this technology, at Chewton in 1854 (BLAINEY, The Rush That Never Ended, p. 64). Another instance of the early application of a
steam engine used for quartz-crushing highlighted the dangers involved when the engine’s explosion was reported in the Argus of 12/2/1855, p. 5.
This explosion occurred at Sandhurst “on the Bendigo Creek, at the foot of Commissioner’s Gully, below the Camp”. The 15 horsepower engine
exploded at the end of the day’s work, the only worker on the site survived but was “…struck senseless for a few minutes. He was not at all harmed,
however, though nearly frightened to death, and his appearance as he issued from the smoking and drenched ruins begrimed with dirt, dripping
with dirty water, and with a bewildered expression, could not soon be forgotten”. Clearly ROBINSON’s application of this technology put him
close on the heels of these pioneers
35

Thomas BATH, Licensee. Situated on the south-west corner of Bath and Lydiard Streets, Ballarat. The hotel, originally known as the Ballaarat
Hotel, was the first public house licensed on the goldfields with the licensing of T.BATH reported in The Times of 1 July 1853. By May 1855 both
names were being used concurrently. The hotel did an enormous business and was regarded as one of the most successful in the Australian colonies.
BATH sold out, the original timber building was rebuilt in brick and renamed. After HRH The Duke of Edinburgh’s visit to Ballarat in 1867,
during which stay he made the hotel his home, the hotel was known as Craig’s Royal Hotel (Ballarat Hotels, compiled by John HARGREAVES,
1943, pp. 21, 22 & 34). Aside from being a very popular public-house, BATH’s was a transport hub from where prospective gold seekers could
take the “Coach to Clunes. A Four Horse Coach starts from Bath’s Hotel, Ballarat, daily, Sundays included, at 9 a.m. for the Clunes Quartz Reef,
passing through Creswick Creek - Fare One Pound—Joshua VINES” (The Ballarat Times and Southern Cross, 11/3/1856, p. 4).
36

In 1868, after leaving the barque Island City at Newcastle, ROBINSON returned to Melbourne in the steamer Hero.

37

Robinson appears to have left Clunes early in 1857. ROBINSON’s name has endured at Clunes through the reef, the end of which he was
working, being called Robinson’s reef (vein, lode). Subsequently the main body of the reef became part of the workings of the Port Phillip and
Colonial Gold Mining Company. This company was established in London in 1851 but, due to the opposition of small miners on several gold
fields, more than 5 years had passed before it began permanent operations at Clunes. Late in 1856 Rivett Henry BLAND, the Managing Director
of the Port Phillip Company, upon hearing of the quartz lodes on Clunes, visited the site and soon reached agreement with MCDONALD to
lease the land within the Clunes pre-emptive right for a 10% royalty on the gold extracted an agreement which, at that time was illegal as all gold
belonged to the Crown. After the lease was signed early in 1857, the mining commenced in March 1857. To forestall the hostility previously
experienced, BLAND enlisted miners on the field to form the Clunes Quartz Gold Mining Company to mine the quartz which the Port Phillip
Company crushed and treated to extract the gold. At the end of the first year of operation 15,466 tons of quartz had been crushed to yield 22,545
ounces of gold valued at £88,065. The proprietor’s (LANE, WHYTE and MCDONALD) royalty was £8,780, the Port Phillip Company’s
dividend £5,750 and the Clunes Company’s dividend £2,580! The original company operated for 32 years until 1 September 1889 when the
ownership changed, the company was then known as the Port Phillip Gold Company Limited. The total gold extracted by both of the Port Phillip
companies totalled 514,886 ounces. A large model of this mine (1:32 scale), made in 1858 by C. E. NORDSTROM, is a major attraction on
display at the Museum of Victoria (Scienceworks). R. H. BLAND, History of the Port Phillip and Colonial Gold Mining Company, F. W. NIVEN
& Co., Ballarat, 1890; Geoffrey BLAINEY, The Rush That Never Ended, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1963, pp. 66-71; R. Brough
SMYTH, The Gold Fields and Mineral Districts of Victoria, (facsimile ed.) Queensberry Hill Press, Melbourne, 1980, pp. 292-9. James FLETT,
The History of Gold Discovery in Victoria, The Poppet Head Press, Melbourne, 1979, pp. 436-7.
38

ROBINSON’s frequent visits to Ballarat may have been to visit his younger brother George Washington ROBINSON. George had married
Margaret THIRD at Ballarat on 26 December 1855, shortly after James ROBINSON’s arrival at Clunes. Their first child Jane was born at Ballarat
on 17 January 1857
39

The Halfway House was advertised for sale in the Ballarat Times, 8 February 1859: For Sale. Half Way House - on Maryborough Road, 6 miles
past Coghill’s creek, Frontage 64 feet, galvanised roof, floored veranda along front, containing bar, large dining room, private entrance hall, parlour,
6 bedrooms, kitchen, harness room with stable, large barn. The whole of the furniture, and one chaff cutter, one pair harrows, and number of fowls,
ducks, geese. One acre of land. Title - Crown Grant. Creek about 100 yards - 3 miles from Clunes.
40

George CLENDINNING, M. D., who was elected to the first council for the municipality of East Ballarat on 1 June 1857.
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Renovaré

As featured in

Image Restoration and Enhancement

.1930

There are many reasons why you might consider
image restoration. Insuring your treasured mementos digitally is a fantastic way to protect against the
Insuring your photos digitally means you will always have a permanent HD copy of your photos perfect for
effects
oftotime.
sharing,
or ready
print. It’s about more than repair: These

Reversing the effects of time, wear and all types of damage.

Your favourite family photos
brought back to their best.

There are many reasons you may have considered image restoration.
Insuring your treasured mementos digitally protects against the effects of
time, making your images easier to share and archive than ever.

FHC
2019
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Images restored and enhanced at FHC

The Australian Institute of Genealogical Studies’
Resource Centre in Blackburn, Melbourne
visit familyhistoryconnections.org.au
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Ready in days.

Drop off and collect your images from the
office in the FHC Resource Centre
Or sign up with our form to have your digital
package delivered direct to your inbox.

d
n
u
o
Arthe Groups

2021

Please check the details including contacts,
dates and times of meetings as there are
changes. If in doubt, contact the Resource
Centre for confirmation.

Available to all
FHC members
& the community

RESEARCH SERVICES
at the FHC Resource Centre

If you are finding that you are stuck and can go
no further, perhaps our researchers may be able to
assist. Our group are very experienced and have
years of researching behind them, so are in a great
position to help.
We have four different Research Services available
to members and family historians alike:
Research, Look-Up, One on One Assistance, and
“Family History Data Entry”

Research
Undertaking requests by researchers
Members $25, Non Members $40 per hour.

Contact details:
Early Victoria & Tasmania

(The minimum initial charge is two hours per person).

Midlands

(Cheshire, Staffordshire, Derbyshire,
Shropshire, Warwickshire,
Worcestershire and others)

Convenor: Marion Taylor
metaylor.1938@gmail.com
Meetings:
Contacts: Rosemary Allen
1st Saturday of the month at 10am (Feb-Nov) rallen@melbpc.org.au
RSL Clubrooms, South Parade, Blackburn and Denise Probert
dpr85736@bigpond.net.au
Eastern Counties
Meetings:
4th Tuesday of the month at 1.30pm (Feb-Nov)
Convenor: Barbara Alderton
balderton@vraustralia.com.au
Scotland
Editor: Judith Cooke
judithvc@primus.com.au
Meetings:
Meetings
2nd Sunday of the month at 2pm (Feb-Dec)
3rd Monday of the month at 1pm (Feb-Nov)
Please contact the Resource Centre with
any questions.

Ireland

Contact: Russell Cooper
coop.gen@optusnet.com.au
Editor: Lesley Haldane
lesleyjoe@iinet.net.au
Meetings:
2nd Wednesday of the month at 2pm (Feb-Nov)

London & Home Counties
(London, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire,
Kent, Middlesex, Surrey, Sussex)

Contact: Rob Owers
rowers@bigpond.net.au
Meetings:
2nd Tuesday of the month at 1.30pm (Feb-Nov)

South West England

(Including Hampshire and The Isle of
Wight)

Contact: Jill Davies
jilliandavies52@optusnet.com.au
Editors: Pam Bunney
mpbunney@bigpond.com
Rae Alexander
raelesalex@yahoo.com
Meetings:
2nd Friday of the month at 2pm (Feb-Nov)

Look-Up
We look up nominated records for you

Members: $12, Non Members $20 per look up.

One-on-one Assistance
You can meet in the Resource Centre for a one
or two hour discussion with a researcher.
Members $25, Non Members $40 per hour.

Family History Data Entry
Person must have Ancestry program and
be willing to allow Editorial rights to the
researcher to undertake this task. (Note:
applicants must be prepared for the many
hours required to have this done for them)
Members $25, Non Members $40 per hour.

Why do we have a two hour minimum?
Consider that researchers have to read your
research request, understand just what you want,
in many cases, check the information provided,
do the search, then write up the findings.
All monies received for Research Services are
donated directly to the FHC Resource Centre.
If you would like to join the list of our many
satisfied clients, please go to the FHC website
www.familyhistoryconnections.org.au,
then select Research for full information and
application forms.
Alternately contact the FHC office.
Any queries can be sent either by e-mail to
research@familyhistoryconnections.org.au or
mail details to the Research Co-ordinator, FHC,
PO Box 339, Blackburn, Victoria, 3130.
We look forward to assisting you in your family
history quest in the near future.
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Elevation of the Building erected for the British & Foreign Schools Society in the Borough Road Southwark’
NOTE: the name of the School is written on the central building. Copied from G F Bartle’s Book

“The principle difficulty with which we will have
to contend is that of obtaining persons of adequate
attainments to take charge of the schools…i”
- Sir John FRANKLIN, Hobarton, Van Diemen’s Land.
Judith Lesley
*(All original grammar has been retained from sources)
Sir John was the successor to Colonel Sir George
ARTHUR as Lieutenant Governor of Van Diemen’s Land
from 1837. This naval man of 30 years experience had
“applied to the Admiralty for further employment (…)
But England was at peace (…) then after a few years in
Van Diemen’s Land his perceptions were that the lack
of education and impersonal interests and of a sense of
community were remedial causes.”ii
“Van Diemen’s Land was a dual-purpose settlement, both
a free colony and a goal.”iii
The early “Schools in both Settlements on the Main [in
Sydney] and in the Island [Van Diemen’s Land] were
under the immediate care and management of the several
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[Church of England] Church Chaplains (…) however
Free Emigrants came to the Colonies, some of whom
were Roman Catholics, Presbyterians, Wesleyans, and
other Non-conforming Protestants. They resented the
monopoly of Primary Instruction by the Church of
England. Gradually change came. The monopoly in
Church and School ceased and the Control of Schools
was removed to lay official powers. The views of the
British and Foreign School Society, admitting Bible
instruction though opening Schools to all, prevailed in
Sydney. The broad principles of Joseph LANCASTER
convinced the Hobart Town Legislative Council that
the British System, acknowledging all denominations,
was preferable to the absolute rule of the Church. They
applied to Downing Street for British Schoolmasters and
got them.”iv

It was in a particularly unpleasant part of Southwark
[with Marchalsea Prison in the vicinity, this was the area
known by Charles DICKENS] about a mile south of the
Thames that in 1798 Joseph LANCASTER, the twentyyear old son of an old soldier set up a school for the
children of the poor in his father’s house in Kent Street.
He had apparently made an unsuccessful attempt to get
aboard a ship for Jamaica at the age of fourteen with the
purpose of becoming a missionary. Later he decided to
become a dissenting minister; but after joining the Society
of Friends, as the Quakers have no ministry, turned
instead to teaching.
“At a time when child labour was virtually unregulated
and the parents of poor children wanted their offspring to
add to the meagre family income as soon as possible, such
children as attended any school rarely stayed there very long
or learned very much. LANCASTER seems to have had
no difficulty on this score. His success obliged him to rent
larger and larger premises, establishing his school (…) in
Belvedere Place, Borough Road (…) almost opposite the site
of the later Borough Road College”v. The following explains
one of the distinguishing features of his teaching method:
“Before long, the numbers at LANCASTER’s school were
literally overwhelming and as he could not afford to pay
an assistant, he was forced to adopt the method whereby
the older children, the monitors as he named them, taught
the younger children. By 1803, LANCASTER’s success in
coping with several hundred boys at once was beginning to
attract interest outside Southwark from George III and even
from overseas. “LANCASTER appeared to have solved one
of the great problems of the day – how to provide cheaply
a basic education for the rapidly increasing numbers of
illiterate children on the streets, [although] not everybody
thought that a knowledge of the 3 R’s was desirable for the
children of the poor (…) many of the upper classes [believed]
that they should be taught to read the Bible and encouraged
to learn habits of subordination and obedience.”vi
From these early days of teaching, with conflict about
what to teach beyond reading Biblical texts, to the time
when children learned to write their letters on sand trays
on the top of their desks, through the expansion period
as pupil numbers increased, and the implementation of
the Monitorial System, the Borough School extended
to the eventual training of teachers. Although “there
is no precise date to mark the beginning of the teacher
training institution at Borough Road. Its origins go back
to LANCASTER and his former monitors that he trained
as ‘assistant schoolmasters so that they could learn the
System and then run monitorial schools in various parts
of the country.”vii
Not all teachers taught at LANCASTER’s Quaker
Society’s Borough Road School had commenced their early
education there. My g-g-grandfather John CHAMBERS
recorded that “I was the only one of my family to be sent
to a Sunday School. The distance I believe – it being about
two miles prevented my two elder & one younger sister
being sent… At that Sunday School I became acquainted
with considerable portions of scripture & at home on
Sunday we used to read to our parents…”viii

London South Bank University
Lancaster Street

The earlier history of schools was that “Thousands
of schools were set up and hundreds of thousands of
children, for whom no other means of education existed,
were instructed (…) the advent of the Sunday School in
the last twenty years of the eighteenth century was but a
continuation of the earlier attempts to provide education
for the children of the poor. The choice of the Sabbath
as the day of instruction was dictated by changes wrought
by the Industrial Revolution. Machinery could not spare
children on weekdays, but on Sundays the children took
their revenge, disturbing the Sabbath peace of respectable
citizens in towns and of farmers in the countryside. An
organization that could sweep the children off the lanes
and streets into school was welcomed.”ix At age 12, it
seems that John’s childhood ceased and he went to work
in the city office of a cousin trading in the East Indies.
“and for 5 or 6 months I used daily go to London, a
distance of 4 miles, & return at evening. [Then] when
only 13 years of age my relation proposed to take me with
him to India…”x
After some six years in what was then called Ceylon,
undertaking what I think were clerical duties, and much
later the responsibilities associated with the death of a
senior man, John gained assistance to return home in
ill health. After enduring for 20 months the ill temper
and harsh treatment of an employer on his return, John
made the decision to train to become a teacher and “to
go out to one of the colonies to teach a school.” He had
with him letters from Wesleyans in Ceylon which were
introductions to Wesleyan Ministers in London who
Continued over page>
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“The principle difficulty...
Continued from page 15

& was accepted – passage paid – ½ salary commenced
from date of employment…”xiv “Out of 30 couples, six
were accepted. An examination at Downing Street… was
undertaken in May 1841.”xv

Modern plaque commemorating Marshalsea Prison

provided him with testimonials. He went to enquire at
the Wesleyan Mission House, and it was recommended
that he speak to the committee of the British and Foreign
School Society. This was the school that “was founded at
Borough Road Southwark in 1814 by supporters of the
pioneer of monitorial teaching Joseph LANCASTER…”xi
John CHAMBERS’ name was recorded as a student in
1831. He was one of 34 students in that year. One of his
fellow students was Isaac PITMAN who became notable
as the founder of stenography. John recorded that “in 3
or 4 months I got an appointment to a school.”xii
Was training at that time for only such a brief period?
“Most… came for only three months training, then
thought long enough to turn an ignorant machine into a
Schoolmaster …”xiii
By what process were some of these trained teachers
accepted to teach in Van Diemen’s Land?
John CHAMBERS recorded that “My family was
increasing faster than my means – I had 4 children. I was
thinking of emigrating. One day a letter from the central
school came enquiring if I knew of any teachers that
wanted to emigrate, married men. I replied I knew one,
offered myself for the very colony I had set my mind upon
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In 1841The Hobart Town Courier and Van Diemen’s Land
Gazettexvi reported enthusiastically “By the William Wise
have arrived from England the masters and mistresses for
the Government whom Lieutenant-Governor wrote for
some time since, at the recommendation of the Board of
Education. The laudable exertions of His Excellency in
the important object of promoting general education have
been warmly accorded by the authorities at home (…) these
properly trained and well qualified teachers (…) have been all
thoroughly versed in the System of the British and Foreign
School Society (…) selected at the request of Lord John
RUSSEL by Henry DUNN Esq., (…) Secretary of the British
and Foreign School Society, from the most promising and
intelligent of the teachers connected with that establishment.
There are six of them, all married, and the wives of three also
experienced teachers…”xvii While the towns to which these
teachers, wives and families were expected to be sent were
noted in this newspaper article, Hobart Town, Launceston,
Campbell Town, New Norfolk, Richmond, and Oatlands,
the names of the teachers were not mentioned apart for the
youngest couple in the group, James BONWICK and his wife
designated for Hobart Town. The names of the other teachers
were my ancestors John CHAMBERS, wife and children;
CONNOR, LOW, HALL and RAINEY.
There is so much that could be recorded here: the 120 days
long journey out on the William Wise with a drunken crew
and a captain with delirium tremens; being chased by pirates,
and in the case of John and his poor wife whom he recorded
as ‘poorly being enciente [sic]’ who ultimately was delivered
of yet another baby while on board. John was appointed to
Campbell Town, and found the school to be rather too far
out of the town. Indeed from the information recorded by
both John CHAMBERS and James BONWICK, provision

Borough Road Boy’s School (from J Hamel’s Mutual Instruction, 1818)
Inside a classroom – depicting in the foreground the master and some
distinguished guests – presumably there to observe

for their work was far from what was needed. There is a
record years later in 1849 recording that John CHAMBERS
“wrote to the Colonial Secretary because he could not afford
to pay rent for a school room, and noted that he had been
appointed in England to teach in a school room which
would be provided...”xviii The discovery of gold in Victoria
in 1851 made an impact too, with families crossing the
Strait, the consequence being fewer children to teach.
These early colonists have left an impressive legacy, despite
the difficulties with which they were confronted. My earliest
research provided me with only the names of the other four
teachers, but James BONWICK, who eventually became a
school Inspector in Victoria and wrote many books recording
his experiences. John CHAMBERS also sailed across Bass
Strait, by himself at first leaving his family to follow later,
recording that “the jib sheet broke near Port Phillip Heads, and
the Captain steered away for Western Port Bay till the weather
should moderate” and that, he with others swam ashore along
with the horses on board, having been pointed in the general
direction of Melbourne. He was confronted with a view of a
succession of ridges and timbered ground, soon losing sight
of everyone else; and that as his horse not used to a rider he
had let it go, and so he just tramped to Melbourne, relieved
when he found a track, and by observing the position of
the sun. John went on to teach in Victoria, then South
Australia, and then back to Victoria following the death of
his wife.

and around the world in funding schools, other charities
and educational bodies.”xx The British and Foreign School
Society, from the early formative work established by Joseph
LANCASTER with his Monitorial System, has had influence
throughout the world. In Van Diemen’s Land, those first trained
teachers should all be remembered for their high standards and
for their dedication to teach poor children, which included
the children of convicts, and what they achieved. It was the
beginning of a standardised method of teaching.
And to Sir John FRANKLIN must be accorded the
recognition that he “was the effective founder of the
Tasmanian system of State primary instruction.”xxi

There is so much owed to these intrepid early colonists remarkable teacher the British and Foreign School Society that
trained them. This Society still exists. It has undergone many
changes over many years and merged with other institutions
in 1976. The merged colleges eventually became a campus
of what became Brunel University, and it is here that the
Borough Road archives are retained today. It is important
to record that at this merger, the Royal Charter required that
the voluntary status of Borough Road should be retained and
that “it seemed likely to mark the end of the college as an
educational institution.”xix
I recently located information that “The British and Foreign
School Society offers charitable aid to projects in the UK
Joseph LANCASTER’s free school notice
Detailing proposed improvements and providing fiscal comparison
i

Sir John Franklin in Tasmania 1834-43, Kathleen
FITZPATRICK, 1949
ii

Franklin, Sir John 1788-1847, Australian Dictionary
of Biography, Kathleen FITZPATRICK, 1966
iii

iv

FITZPATRICK (1966)

An Octogenarians’ Reminiscences, James
BONWICK, 1902 (facsimile edition available)
v

A History of the Borough Road College, G F
BARTLE. 1976 (I have gifted photocopied pages of
this book to State Library Victoria)
vi

BARTLE (1976)

vii
viii

BARTLE (1976)

Schoolmaster John Chambers 8.12.180922.4.1877, Judith PRASAD, 1991 (copy at Family
History Connections and State Library Victoria)
ix

The Charity School Movement/ A Study of
Eighteenth Century Puritanism in Action, M C
JONES M A, 1938
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NEW for members,
MyAncestry online research
Included with FHC membership

A new service for members, as outlined in Gail’s message, will
soon be available for all members to store, retrieve and share
their family tree data. It keeps track of sources, creates all the
regular features of any genealogical software, AND is available
free to members. Your data is password protected, backed up
daily and stored on secure servers.
Anyone will be able to search for limited information in the
database by using the search function on the homepage.
Imagine finding your missing tree branch possibly sitting next
to you in the library! No details of living individuals will be
available, and files cannot be downloaded by viewers. Log in to

continue your work, making whatever changes and additions
you wish to, from any computer anywhere in the world (just
remember your password!).
Sample screens are shown here below to illustrate some of
the ways your data can be shown. including the wealth of
information stored as a Source. (Sources.png) We are grateful to
John EWATT for allowing us to use his tree as an example.
Interested? Contact the Network Administrator by email
netadmin@familyhistoryconnections.org.au to make a start.

AIGS members area search
Available to all FHC members

Other options include:
Interactive family trees
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Detailed individual records

Extended search functions

New Resources
Abbreviations:
B: Burials
C: Christenings/Baptisms & Births
D: Deaths
M: Marriages

Readers are asked to check the catalogue on our
website www.familyhistoryconnections.org.au or in
hardcopy at the Resource Centre for full details.

AUSTRALIA

A glance at Australia in 1880: food from the south
- production of wool, wine, grain, meat, etc.; and a
pastoral and agricultural directory of Australia. Franklyn,
H. Mortimer. CD 5297
Australian pastoral directory, 1913, 1923, 1925, 1931,
1939 and 1954. CD 5296

QUEENSLAND

Officers of the Queensland Defence Force, 1891-1898.
CD 5300
Queensland Baptist newspaper, 1890-1902: Baptist
Association of Queensland. CD 5299
Queensland telephone directory compendium: 1931,
1943, 1936, 1940, 1943, 1947, 1959. CD 5315

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

IRELAND / ARMAGH

Lurgan Gazette excerpts, May 1849-April 1850. CD
5290
Lurgan, Co. Armagh, from the Belfast and Ulster Towns
directory for 1910. CD 5289

SCOTLAND

The Scots peerage. Balfour-Paul, James. 9 volumes:
Volume I: The Kings of Scotland; Abercorn - Balmerino.
CD 5302
The Scots peerage, Volume II: Banff - Cranstoun. CD
5303
The Scots peerage, Volume III: Crawford - Falkland.
CD 5304
The Scots peerage, Volume IV: Fife - Hyndford. CD
5305

Headstone photos from local cemeteries in the Clare
district. CD 5314

The Scots peerage, Volume V: Innermeath - Mar. CD
5306

VICTORIA

The Scots peerage, Volume VI: Marchmont - Oxford.
CD 5307

Geelong, Western District and Squatters Directory,
1866-1867 [includes south-east South Australia].
Stevens, George. CD 5298

The Scots peerage, Volume VII: Panmure - Sinclair. CD
5308

Heidelberg Old Cemetery, photographs of tombstones
(also known as Hawdon Street Cemetery). CD 5313

The Scots peerage, Volume VIII: Somerville - Winton.
CD 5309

Ultima Cemetery burials to 2019. CD 5311

The Scots peerage, Volume IX: Index, Addenda and
Corrigenda. CD 5310

ENGLAND

Scottish agricultural implement and machine makers,
1843-1914: a directory. Holmes, Heather. CD 5312

List of executions at Newgate Prison. CD 5288

FAMILY HISTORIES

Brown family in Australia. Watters, Robyn. CD 5294

SCOTLAND / WEST LOTHIAN

Duncan family in Australia. Watters, Robyn. CD 5293

East Calder Church and Churchyard monumental
inscriptions with photographs. CD 5301

Oakley family in Australia. Watts, Margaret and
Watters, Robyn. CD 5292

UNITED STATES

Watters family in Australia. Watters, Robyn. CD 5295

Tracing immigrants through the Port of New York: early
National Period to 1924. Buiter, Anne Sibert. CD 5316
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MEMBERS SERVICES

All onsite events are subject to COVID-19 restrictions current at the time.

FHC Education Events

Interest Groups

Bookings are essential for ALL classes.

Currently there are Members’ Interest
Groups for:

Contact the Resource Centre during office hours, ph.
9877 3789 or email info@familyhistoryconnections.org.au
All classes are at the Resource Centre unless
otherwise stated. Cost of seminars and workshops is
$15 for members, $17.50 for GSV and CAV members
and $20.00 for non-members unless otherwise stated.

Friday Insite
The Insite program resumed in March and
includes onsite and Zoom presentations.
Videos will continue to be uploaded and
available for members to watch at any time.
See website or contact the Office for topics
and details.

Sunday Talks 2021
The highly succesful DNA workshop
program continues.
A mixture of online and face to face classes are
planned, depending on restrictions.
Details are available from the office.

Starting Family History
These comprehensive and free classes are
planned to resume in May.
Bookings will be essential once dates are confirmed.
See the website for details, or contact the Office (9877
3789 or info@familyhistoryconnections.org.au).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early Victoria and Tasmania
Eastern Counties
Ireland
London and Home Counties
Northern Counties
Midlands
Scotland
South West England

2021 ONLY:

Fees will apply if you join a different Interest Group
in 2021. Ongoing members will not be charged a
fee to remain in their current Interest Group.

Resource Centre Services
Will Transcription Service
Transcribe and decipher old Wills
$25/hour for Members
$40/hour for Non Members
Certificates and Wills
FHC operates courier facilities for a fee for:
BDM England and Wales from 1837
Wills in England and Wales, 1858-1995
Sterling Cheques
UK cheques to a value of £100 are available for a
service fee
Library Holdings
Widest collection of English and Welsh parish &
county records in Australia [includes Will Indexes,
Parish Registers, Poor Law Records & Apprentice
Records]
Australian Records & Family Histories
National & Parish Records of Scotland & Ireland
Subscriptions to internet databases for use by
members
Irish Griffiths’ Valuation & Tithe Applotments
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Research Service

FHC Membership 2021
*Please note that there will be no fee increase for 2021.

One-on-one
Research

Memberships are per calendar year and therefore fall
due and are payable on 1st January each year.
Joining Fee Per address and to be
added to the fees quoted below
Full Member – Individual

$20.00
$100.00

The Research Team is keen to help you with
your family history and continues to offer its
services while restrictions limit your ability to
visit the Resource Centre in person.

Full Member – Concession
Government issued Pension &
Health Concession Cards (excl
Seniors). Proof required.”

$90.00

One-on-one assistance has been temporarily
suspended but enquiries are always
welcomed by the team.

Family Member – Individual

$55.00

Family Member – Concession
Family Members must reside at the
same address as the Full Member.
They do not receive a copy of our
magazine, The Genealogist.

$45.00

Direct enquiries to research@
familyhistoryconnections.org.au or mail to
the Research Co-ordinator at PO Box 339,
Blackburn 3130.

Overseas Individual Member

$100.00

The following do not require the Joining Fee to be
added to the subscription. Please use the same
application form.

Bendigo Family
History Group

Magazine Subscription
Australia (4 editions)

$70.00

Magazine Subscription
Overseas (4 editions)

$110.00
$20.00

Interest Groups

Area Administrator: Lyn FRISWELL
Ph (03) 5446 9474
www.bendigofamilyhistory.org

The Bendigo Branch meets 3rd Saturday of
the month at the Bendigo Library, Hargreaves
Street entrance.
Speakers begin at 2pm, followed by
refreshments.

Life Membership – Individual

$1500.00

Life Membership – Family
(2 persons)
Contact the office to join an
interest group.

$1800.00

Resource Centre Visit
(for non-members)
If the visitor takes out a membership
on the day of the visit, the fee paid is
deducted from the joining fee.

$20.00 or
$10.00 after
1.00 pm
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Join an FHC Interest Group today!
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Northern Counties
Midlands
Eastern Counties
London & Home Counties
Naval & Military
Scotland
South West England
Ireland
Early Victoria & Tasmania

Monthly meetings
Joining fee only $20
*See page 23 for details

Learn more at

www.familyhistoryconnections.org.au
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